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CHAPTER I 
STATD-~ENT OF PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study is the enrichment of English 
voc abulary by means of planned experiences in the foreign 
language classes. To improve the channels of readin~, 
I 
1 writing, speaking and listening, which together form the 
!I 
1 network of conmunication, the teaching of vocabulary is an 
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essential element. The possession of an extensive vocabulary 
is a valuable asset ~ ~ and results in added enrichment an 
enjoyment of all facets of daily life. 
Although every teacher recognizes the paucity of his 
students' vocabulary, the responsibility for the improvement 
of general vocabulary falls to the teacher of English. The 
writer believes that the improvement of vocabulary is the 
responsibility of every teacher. The teacher of foreign 
languages is in an advantageous position to accomplish this 
end. 
In foreign language study the students are constantly 
confronted with nevv words. Eventually these words are 
associated with English words, and understanding of the 
foreign tongue develops. However, many students fail to 
realize the full association of foreign and English words. 
Do they know, for example, that many English words have 
Latin parents, and that French and Spanish are outgrowths 
of vulgar Latin? 
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The author proposes to increase English vocabulary 
by making the words in Latin, French and Spanish come 
alive to her students by making them see that these par-
ents have many children, grandchildren and stepchildren 
in English. These words are not ones that they might meet 
some day, but words that they do use and will use every 
day. They can build a new vocabulary for themselves by 
applying their knowledge of foreign words to English words. 
'I 
I 
I 
The possession of a large vocabulary means greater Ji 
II! power and facility in the fields of reading, writing, speak-
Ill ing and listening and has been recognized as oi1e of the 
factors contributing to success in business and social life. ;1 
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CHAI''l~R II 
REVIEW OF HJ~SEfJ1CH 
~fuen it is reali ze d tha t t he aver age person speaks 
approxi mately 57,600 words daily, the importance of ·words 
.. 
and of an adeq ua t e vocabulary is realized . Words are one 
of the most import ant f acets in our social and business 
life. Therefore a lEtrge and meaningful vocabulary is 
necessar y if vve are to achieve our goals and enjoy a rich 
and full life. Hayakawa1 realiz es the role of words in 
life when he says, 
A human being , then, is never dependent 
on h is own exp erience alone for his information. 
Even in a primitive culture he can make use of 
the exper ience of his neighbors, friends , and 
rela tives which they communicate to him by means 
of language . Therefore, i ns tead of remaining 
he l pless because of t he limitat ions of his own 
experience and knowledge, instead of having to 
rediscover wha t others have alr eady discovered, 
ins tead of exploring the false trails they ex-
plored and repeating their errors, he can go 
on from where t hey left off. Language, that is 
to say, makes progress possible. 
Christ2 supports t his t heory when he says , 
Suppose for a moment that all the words 
of a ll lang uages suddenly became meaningless. 
Suppose that as you were reading this page , 
it and all pages ever~vhere, all written and 
spoken language , suddenly became so much 
nonsense. Communication with our fellows 
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1s. I. Hayakawa . Lang uage in Action, Harcourt, Brace IJ 
and Company, New York, 1947, 12-13 II lo 
!: 2Henry I. Christ. Winning Words, D. c. Heath and \\ 
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would be almost out of the question. What 
then? Living would become utterly confused 
and difficult, if not impossible. Trains 
would stop running . Food would rot in ware-
houses. Governments vvould tumble. Civiliza-
tion itself would totter and fall. Overnight, 
man would be thrust into worse than savagery. 
Such a catastrophe will not happen, but it 
does emphasize the tremendous importance of 
the little printed and spoken symbols we call 
words. Our lives do depend on them. We are 
surrounded by them. We hear them, read them 
at every turn. We are governed by words. We 
think in words. To be sure, many people misuse 
words--some through ignorance, others through 
a desire to mislead. As citizens of a democ-
racy we must understand language, its uses and 
abuses. 
Do we really understand these words, or do we tend to 
be confused by them? Johnson1 believes, 
Our world of words, to which we become 
so unreflectively accustomed, is indeed not 
something to be taken for granted--Our prob-
lems, as individuals and as social groups, 
tend to arise out of the nature or structure 
of our language and the ways in which we 
make use of it. VVhether we speak of our 
problems as economic, or political, or 
educational, or personal, we imply that 
they are to be described and understood 
and solved largely in terms of various methods 
of dealing with s~nbols. 
Chase2 adds, "We continuously confuse the label with 
the non-verbal object, and so we give a spurious validity 
to the word." 
1wendell Johnson. People in ~uandries, Harper and Brothers 
New York, 1946, 113 
2stuart Chase. "Tyranny 
193?), Vol 11?, 160-166 
of Words," Harper's, (November, 
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Sullivan1 built an associative vocabulary test to 
measure the qualifications of prospective teachers be-
cause she believed: 
1. Experience among human beings is expressed 
for the most part through words, words which 
symbolize the observation and experience which 
have been meaningful to the individual. 
2. This ability to attach labels and create sym-
bols for experience is the chief difference 
between men and animals. 
3. It is through such expression that one human 
being can gain an insight into the natural 
and personal interests of another. 
4. It is through the association of words that 
the psychologist seeks to explain the actions 
and the attitudes of his fellovm1en. 
fl 
After studying the literature concerned with the teach-
ing of vocabulary as a means of improving communication, 
0'Sullivan2 concluded: 
1. All human communication depends upon the use 
of symbols. 
2. Efficient communication, either oral or 
viT itten, depends upon how meaningful words 
are to the individual. 
3. Vocabulary is an essential for real com-
prehension in reading, writing, speaking 
and listening, upon which is dependent the 
'I ;.,.._· ----
1Helen Blair Sullivan. "A New Means of Appraising the 
Qualifications of Prospective Teachers," Unpublished Doc-
tor's Dissertation, Harvard University, 1944 
2Elizabeth O'Sullivan. "A Summary of Research on the 
Methods of Teaching Vocabulary in the Secondary Schools," 
Unpublished Master's Service Paper, Boston University, 1949 
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student's success in practically every phase 
of life. 
Other educators have found that there is a direct re-
lation between vocabulary power and success in life and 
'· business. 0 1 Connor1 found in a test of 20,000 people that 
major executives scored higher in vocabulary than any other 
selected group ; that wherever there were _ascending executive 
levels, the chief always scored higher than those oth~r lj 
persons of similar age and education; that the measured 
English voca bulary of an executive correla tes with his 
,, 
1; salary--although he admitted that not every person with a 
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high voc abulary receives a high salary, but the r elation 
between the t wo is close enough to show that a large vocab-
ulary is one element, and a seemingly important one. His 
conclusions reveal a high de gree of correlation between 
voc abulary and success. Hamlin2 believes that t he out-
standing characteristic of successful men in any profession--
the only one le aders in all occupations have in common-- is 
a large English vocabulary. In every field a large English 
vocabulary has been proved to correlate with succes s . Hart3 
asks if succes s is due to voc abulary, or is vocabulary due 
• I ----------------
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lJohnson 0 1 Connor. ''Voc abulary and Success," The Atlant :iJp 
Monthly , (Januar y , 1934 ), Vol 153 , 160-166 1 
2Talbot F . Hamlin. "Latin for Successful Living , n 
Journal of Education, (March, 1945), Vol 128 , 85-87 
3wiark Har t . "Vocabulary- A Prediction of Success," 
Phi Delta Kappan, (December, 1942 ), Vol 26, 92 
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to success. He, tested two classes of seniors for twelve 
weeks to determine their basic vocabulary , and he compared 
their grade-point a verages throughout high school with 
their voc abularies. He found that those students who had 
II 
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a hi gh grade-point average a lso had a high vocabulary score; ~~ 
and those who had a low grade-point average also had a low jl 
voc abulary score. His findings showed that the students' 
voc abulary scores would be a safer basis of predicting their 
success t han would their gr ade- point averages . Furthermore, 
Feinsteinl reports that there is an amazing correlation be-
• .... = 
.. 
t ween size of vocabulary and succes s in college and business. 
Magazine surveys show that business executives and social I 
leaders ranked consistently higher than other groups in their \ 
familiarity with words . 1 
Terman2 found that there is a high correlation between I 
scores in vocabulary tests and scores in intelligence tests. 
In testing English-spe aking children he did not find one 
testing significantly above age who had a significantly low 
voc abulary; and correspondingly, those who test much below 
age never have a high vocabulary • 
. 1--
! lGeorge W. Feinstein. "Latin and Greek in the Freshman 
Vocabulary, " College English, (January, 1950) , Vol 11, 
218 - 220 
2Lewis M. Terman. The Measurement -of Intelligence, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1916, 230 
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Sachs1 states that intelligence and skill in vocabulary 
are highly correlated due to the fact that at times language 
and thought may be identical, and that at times they are 
closely related. 
Alverina2 believes that voc abulary is related to a 
student's popularity in school. She states that the study 
of voc abulary helps the pupils to gain a command of English 
which not only improved the processes of their minds, but 
gave them assurance; built their self-confidence; lent color 
to their personality; and even increased their popularity. 
Anderson3 conducted a study which attempted to discover wha t 
relationships exist between certa in voc abulary abilities and 
a pupil's group sta tus or classroom popularity. It illus-
trates a trend toward the study of specialized vocabularies 
rather than a single, general vocabulary. His hypothesis 
underlying the study--that popularity is positively related 
to a child's vocabulary ability and that types of word 
knowledge which spring from children's extra-school, out-
side-classroom interests and activities bear greater 
relationship to popularity than does vocabulary ability in 
lH. J. Sachs. "The Teaching of Vocabulary," Unpublished 
Doctor's Dissertation, George Peabody College for Teachers, 
1940 -~ 
2sister M. Alverina. "Building Vocabulary Is Fun," 
The Catholic School Journal, (January, 1950), Vol 50, 23 
3nonald G. Anderson. "Vocabulary Abilities and Group 
Status in the Sixth -and tnnth Grades," Elementary English, 
(December, 1948), Vol 25, 506-513 
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general--has been l ar gely supported by the findings. With-
out exception, vocabulary abilities of the kind measured 
are positively related to classroom popularity among sixth 
and ninth grade boys and g irls; and with a few exceptions, 
greater correlations exist between popularity and the 
various types of special vocabulary than between popularity 
1 and general vocabulary. Therefore, it may be said that a 
1j child's group status is influenced more by the excellence 
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of his special vocabulary abilities than by his general 
vocabulary abilities. 
Hornor1 says that the importance of vocabulary is 
evidenced by the emphasis which has .been put on it by all 
of the army and navy tests. Secondary education must 
recognize the plague of poor vocabulary and attack it with 
vigor. Vocabulary is not learned concomitantly. Each 
teacher, in each field of study, should see to it that new 
words, peculiar to his teaching field, are mastered through 
a well-developed plan of instruction. 
Fries2 reports that a knowledge of English vocabulary 
is an important factor in the teaching of foreign languages. 
He says, "It is not enough for the foreign language teacher 
to be able to speak English; to be most effective he should 
,, _______ _ 
jl lT. R. Hornor. "The Vocabulary Problem," Clearing House, 
(December, 1944), Vol 19, 231 
· 2charles E. Fries. Teaching and Learning En~sh as a 
Foreign Language, University of Michigan Press, Ariri Arbor, 
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know English--its sound system, its structural system, and 
its vocabulary--from the point of view of a descriptive 
analysis in accord with modern linguistic science." 
The pamphlet, Word Study1 , gives a great deal of in-
formation concerning the nature of words and current 
grammatical usages. 
The question arises, "What is the best method to teach 
vocabulary?" Several methods have been advanced for the 
improvement of vocabulary. Agard and Dunkel2 report that 
too often it is assumed that a student has an adequate 
vocabulary if he knows a few thousand words and has a 
knowledge of the special terms of his field of interest. 
This is not true because he must increase his vocabulary 
in order to improve his understanding of oral and ,.,vrftten 
communication. Stewart3 encourages her students to improve 
their vocabularies by using four avenues of stimulation: 
1. Power 
The pupils who are the leaders in class 
are the ones who can string words to-
II 
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lnword Study," ed. by Max Herzberg, a monthly pamphlet, 
G. and c. Merriam Company, Springfield, Massachusetts 
~rederick B. Agard and Harold B. Dunkel. An Investiga-
tion of Second-Language Teaching, Ginn and Company, Boston, 
1948, 272 
~arie M. Stewart. "What Is Your v. Q.?", Business 
Education World, (December, 1947), Vol 28, 232-234 
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gether smoothly and forcefully. 
2. Enjoyment 
A rich vocabulary brings rich enjoyment 
to life. Often the point of a joke is 
missed because one does not know the 
meaning of the subtlety. 
3. Fear of Failure 
A large part of every test is outright 
vocabulary, or depends on knowledge of 
word meanings for the correct answer. 
4. Fear of Appearing Ridiculous 
A word v~ongly used feeds the ego of 
those who know the right meaning, and 
mirth is the outward expression of an 
inner feeling of superiority. 
Greene1 believes that the high school should offer a 
separate course in vocabulary building. He says, "Vocabulary 
study pays highest dividends; during high school, in added 
comprehension of the content of every subject; in competitive 
industry, in improved qualifications; throughout adult life, 
in enhanced understanding, enjoyment, and influence." A 
similiar idea is expressed by Keegen~ He says that the time 
has come for the high school to take its pattern from the 
curriculum of the college by offering semester courses in 
specific sub-divisions of the present general English course. 
''Vocabulary Building" should be offered in addition to, not 
in place of, the general English course in the senior year. 
I 
1 Amsel Greene. "Vocabulary; Essential Equipment," I 
American School Board Journal, (October, 1947), Vol 115, 20-2] 
2J. L. Keegen. "Words, ·words, \Yards," Education, 
(January, 1944), Vol 64, 307-315 
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Specific instruction in vocabulary has other advocates. 
Mirefield1 had her students bring to class the words they 
met in reading, study or during social hours whose meaning 
they did not know. The meaning , use and derivation of the 
words were found and discussed in class. Later the students 
were tested on the words. She felt that her plan was 
successful not only because the students improved their 
vocabulary, but they became interested in words and realized 
the importance of an adequate vocabulary in daily life. 
Bernard2 performed an experiment in which he gave the Inglis 
Vocabulary Test3 to his class. Those students who scored 
below the median were required to list from their reading 
in any or all courses a specific number of words a week, 
according to their vocabulary scores. Fifteen words a week 
were required from the lowest scorers; twelve, from the next 
lowest; and so on. These pupils were divided into two 
groups: the experiential group was given direct teaching 
of voc abulary; the control group was given no specific in-
struction. At the end of six weeks he administered Form B 
' 
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of the Inglis test; he found that the experiential group had ~~ 
gained 14.2 words while the control group had gained 6 words. 
lJosephine Mirefield. "Vocabulary," English Journal, 
(November, 1945), Vol 33, 485-488 
1
·
1 
2H. vV. Bernard. "An Experiment in Vocabulary Building," 
School and Society, (June, 1941), 741 
I 3 ,,, , A. Inglis. "Inglis Test of English Vocabulary," Range: 
h_1_· gh __ scho_o_l and college, Ginn and Company_,_B~ston,l923 =-=--=4-~~~~-
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I He came to the following conclusions: 
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1. A student's vocabulary grows without specific 
·attention. 
2. There can be a measurable gain in vocabulary 
in even as short a period as six weeks. 
3. Special attention means that the pupi l gains 
twice as much as he does through incidental 
growth . 
This theory is supported by Miles1 who conducted an 
experiment in a technical high school in Washington, D. c. 
to discover to what extent the teaching of vocabulary by 
the direct method for one semester would affect the general 
vocabulary after a period of two and one-half years. It 
was found that at the end of two and one-half years, the 
experimental group, who had had a direct vocabulary study, 
had a median of 70, showing a loss of 3.5 over a period of 
t wo and one-half ye ars without direct vocabulary study. 
. I. 
The control group, who never had had direct vocabulary study , I 
had . a medi an of 57 words. The great jump in one semester 
from 41 words to 73.5 which carried over t vm and one-half 
years with a loss of less than four words as compared with 
a pos s ible 16- word gain over six semesters indicat~s what 
might be done by the direct me thod of vocabulary teaching 
over a longer period . Therefore, she rep orts , "Since 
gr ad uate s and former students report from time to time t hat 
1rsadora w. Miles. nAn Experiment i n Vocabulary Building 
in High School, " School and Society, (April 28 , 1945), Vol 61, 
285-286 
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they feel t he l ack of general voc abulary after t hey l eave I 
s chool, a course in voc abulary will doubtless prove valuable I. 
in a technical high school. There is every indication that 
more attention to the . direct teaching of voc abulary within 
t he r egular English classes will produce gratifying r esults." 
Many authors believe that students will be interested 
in i mproving their voc abulary only when there is a felt 
need for new words. Anker1 constructed a unit for his tenth-
gr ade English class which included the technical terms from 
t heir own courses--English, science, social studies, forei gn 
l anguages and physical education. He found that the students 
were more a pt to study, learn, and use words for which they 
h ad a definite purpose than words taken from a list which 
t hey might meet at some time in their reading. Morris2 be-
lieves t hat the study of a s pecific vocabulary will facilitate 
the study of the traditional English classics. He submitted 
a list of words found in three English classics to his 
s tudents, and they were required to look up all the words 
I 
1, t hey did not know and learn them. He reports, ttThe mastery 
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of an essential vocabulary for the accomplishment of a 
lLieber Anker. "Vlords that Serve," Journal of Education, 
(October, l948), _Vol 131, 216-218 
2charles R. Morris. nclearing the ·Channel of Communica-
tion to the Classics," English Journal, (April, 1946), Vol 35, il 
207-210 ====J~~~~~ li 
!/ 
----~~ specific reading 
I arouses interes t 
project increase s comprehension of t hought, 
in word meaning , and, without doubt, con-
tributes to making an English " classic llaccessible to the 
modern student. Resubmiss ion of t he "essential voc abulary" 
list at l ater periods co nv inces me t hat there is also a 
deposit of new words in the permanent working vocabulary of 
the student." White1 believes that the daily newspaper fur- I 
nishes an excellent t raining ground for enlarging vocabulary--
and enlarging it with words of current interest and applica-
know a definition verbally without having the ability to 
apply it properly. The ideal vocabulary test will determine 
reliably, for each individual word, whether the student can 
apply the word in every situation where it would be helpful Jl 
I 
l william T. White. "Building a Vocabulary, a Suggestion,' ) 
English Journal, (March, 1948), Vol 3?, 153 I 
2Lee J. Cronbach. "Measuring Knowledge of Precise Word 
Meanings," Journal of Educational Research, (March, 1943), 
Vol 36, 528-534 
I 
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to his thinking." Wi tt3r1 relates his experience in the 
_4xmy Special Training Units where men acquired essential 
academic skills in the shortest possible time. In these 
units vocabulary was considered the most important single 
need in the literary program. Their word lists were taken 
from the Soldier's Handbook and other basic manuals, which 
gave them a basic stock of words which were meaningful. 
Vocabulary is an integral part of reading since we 
read words to give us information and inspiration. The 
weakness common to most students in remedial reading classes 
in high school is the possession of a meager v·ocabulary. 
Cherniss2 reports: 
---Rather than the use -of the dictionary a much 
more effectual way of promoting the growth of 
vocabulary is that of teaching new words in class. 
These words should be discussed, a clear and 
comprehensive meaning evolved, and a working 
concept formulated. These words will then be 
ready for use. The words should be used in oral 
and written assignments. 
No real mastery of a word is achieved until 
it has actually been applied in a natural situa-
tion, and such situations present themselves 
constantly, both in assignments and in classroom 
discussion. The efficacy of this method, then, 
lies in building up a list intelligible to the 
students and referring to it constantly. 
11--
lp. A. Witty. "Some Suggestions for Vocabulary 
Development in Public Schools," Educational Administration 
and Supervision, (May, 1945), Vol 31, 271-282 
2sophie Cherniss. "A Plea for the Vocabulary 
Underprivileged," High Points, (June, 1939), Vol 61, 38...;43 
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by pupils having definite information goals ahead is most 
conducive to vocabulary growth. I believe that this method 
of vocabulary enlargement, motivated by a specialized interes I 
and immediate need, is probably less painful and more chal- j
1 
lenging than the direct method of feeding required selected !I 
lists of words. The latter method suggests drill, require- I 
ments, uniformity, memory work; while the former allows 
choice, individuality, selection, association, self-activity, 
experimentation, which procedures in the secondary school 
I find more effective in the main than compulsion." 
Blaisdell2 writes, "To assume that wide reading alone will 
give a full vocabulary is a mistake. Wide reading, plus a 
constant desire to master new words met and an increasing 
determination to use them in daily speech, will accomplish 
this end; but without desire and determination, results will 
be meager." 
Other educators believe that the enrichment of back-
ground and experience encourages the growth of vocabulary. 
lG. E. Miller. "Vocabulary Building through Extensive j! 
Reading," English .Journal, (October, 1941}, Vol 30, 664-666 1J 
2Thomas C. Blaisdell. Ways to Teach English, Doubleday, :! 
Doran and Company, Garden City, New York, 1930, 110 1l 
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~~trickland1 writes, 
1
11 
---The opportunity for original, creative 
expression is necessary to vocabulary building. 
1
1 
Out of his background · of home, community, and 
!1 school experience the child should be encouraged 
I 
to write or tell what he wishes in his own way. 
School living provides many opportunities to 
I. teach children the effect of the emotional 
1 weighing of words. One may become hurt and 
is aroused by words. The reaction may not be I 
angry because of the emotional reaction that 
lj the one the s peaker intended to call forth, 
but the words have stirred feelings which color 
I and interpret them. Through discussing t heir I own experiences with words, the children can 
I be led to see the place words fill in all re-
I lationships, whether in t he home, school, and 
i small social groups, or the larger relationships 
of governments, nations, and peoples. A measure 
of the burden in establishing world peace rests 
upon words and their attendant emotional reac-
tions. 
In accord with this idea is Seegers2 who reports, 
If through concrete experiences or other 
suitable stimuli, children are encouraged in 
or made to feel the need of expression, they 
will use words intelligently. The fact must 
guide us both in the use of lists and in the 
interpretation of tests. A word is difficult 
I· 
or easy to a child not in proportion to the 
incidence of its general use, but according 
to the amount and type of association the child 
(or adult) has had with the concept for which 
the word stands. Words are not ·easy or diffi-
cult. Ideas are. Consequently, to build 
I 
I 
vocabulary one should provide a classroom and 
school climate encouraging to the development 
1--
1 
lRuth G. Strickland . "The Development of Vocabulary," 
Elementary English Review, (Febr uar y , 1945), Vol 22, 9-22 
I 
.j 2conrad · J. Seegers. nRecent Research in Vocabulary 
Development," Elementary English Review, (February, 1946), 
Vol 23 , 61-68 
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of ideas and providing opportunities for read-
ing, talking, writing, and thinking about. them. 
This is the difference between a 'meaningful 
vocabulary' and a word list. 
Handlanl believes that growth in vocabulary goes ·hand-
in-hand with growth in experiences--the natural everyday ex-
periences which boys and g irls have, the selected exper-
iences that we can offer them through such means as wide 
reading, motion pictures, radio, and excursions. A knowl-
edge of the limitations and strengths of the youngsters we 
teach will help us choose the experiences which we will try 
to provide. We can deliberately set about getting , students 
ready to read; we can reinforce. their reading; we can clinch 
a student's understanding of a word by giving him the ex-
perience of seeing it illustrated and amplified in many ways. 
As a result of his observations, Glicksburg2 reports, 
Vihen we desire to enlarge the vocabulary of 
the young, we should fir.st make clear to ourselves 
exactly what we wish to accomplish and how we wish 
to accomplish it. We must know who the students 
are, their range of intelligence and ability, 
their occupational interests, their social back-
ground, their functional needs. For the under-
pr ivileged the dictionary will not do; a simpler 
and more profitable method must be devised~ En-
rich t heir store of exp eriences. Visit museums, 
factGries, zoological gardens, battleships, 
newspaper plants, courtrooms and so on. Then 
1Bertha Handlan. "Vocabulary Development," Elementary 
English Review, (December, 1946 ), Vol 23 , 350-357 
2Charles I. Glicksburg. "Dynamics of Vocabulary 
Building," English Journal, (March, 1940), Vol 29, 197-206 
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discuss these things in the classroom and en-
courage the student s to participate in the 
discussion. If the s ocio-economic background 
pl ays an important part, as progressive edu-
cators now believe, in accelerating the growth 
of intelligence, then t he s chool can do its 
share in neutr alizing the handicap of adverse 
home conditions. And with the growth of 
intelligence there w~ll be a corresponding 
enlargement of t he vocabulary. 
Mirrieleesl realized the power of vocabulary when she 
wrote, 
But the very fact that it is difficult and 
must of necessity grow wi t h the grovrth of 
ideas makes it essential that vocabulary 
work should permeate every discussion, every 
piece of literature read, every composition 
assignment planned with t he class, every 
talk by the teacher, every spelling lesson, 
every oral report. 
La Brant2 presents these suggestions to teachers to help 
1 
the students know and use words: 
1. Provide a wealth of rich experience for the 
students. 
2. Bring into the classroom more personal writ-
ing and more talk about personal experiences. 
3. Take time to expand the meaning of words. 
4. Teach students to learn meanings from context. 
5. Help students to judge the meanings of words 
I 
lLucia B. Mirrie1ees. Teaching Composition and 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York, 1943, 151 
Li teraturel, 
2Lou La Brant. "The · 1~lords They Know," English Journal, 
(November, 1944), Vol 33, 4?5-480 
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by those previously kno~m. 
6. Teach the students something about the nature 
of symbols. 
The root method is another plan proposed to increase 
the vocabulary of students. Greene1 contends that the best 
way to teach vocabulary is through root meanings . He says \ 
that only a knowledge of roots can safeguard against misinter .
1 
pretation. We do not have the danger of misinterpreting from 
the meaning of the word if it is taken from the root and 
context, the way we would if it were taken from context alone. 
Through environment roots change color but never identity. 
Recognition of fundamental identities under any guise makes 
for clarity of comprehension and engenders confidence in 
meeting new words. The root method alone is reliable, and 
it provides insurance against forgetting meanings. Ke tchum 
and Greene2 believe, "In a sense, a word is like a tree. 
There is a root, or main part; and there are many branches 
:! that spread out. Though the branches look different from 
!! 
,1 the root, they depend upon it for their support. Graph is 
ll 
1, a root which comes from the Greek word to write. Notice some 
!i of the branches that have grown in our language from the I. 
' ., 
II II 
lAmsel Greene Op. cit., 20-21 
2Roland Ketchum and Jay E. Greene. Improving Your 
Vocabulary, Noble and Noble, New York, 1944, 106 
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1 root graph: photograph, telegraph, etc." In the preface II I 
of their book, Using Words Effectively, Parkhurst and 
Blais1 viTi te, "Your study of prefixes, suffixes, and roots, i: 
il 
for example, will give you a better understanding of the 
etymology of words, and thus enable you to recognize the 
11 meaning of new and strange terms as you come upon them." · 
Bellafiore2 believes that it i.s worthwhile to learn foreign 
prefixes, roots, and suffixes because for every single one 1 
I 
you learn you acquire mastery over many English words that 
are made up from these elements. 
Greene3 supports the efficacy of this theory when he 
states, "The teacher should have the pupils learn a few of 
I 
I 
I 
' 
the basic roots and prefixes; not for guessing unknown words, 1 
but to stimulate interest in words, for appreciation of word · 
growth, for the satisfaction obtained from tracing the origin 
of the word after they know its meaning, and f or new associa-
tions to strengthen memory." 
Picturesque Word Origins4 is a fascinating book which 
presents the etymology of many English words. The life story 1 
I 
II 
II 
lcharles Chandler Parkhurst and Alice Blais. Using Words I! 
Effectively, Harper and Brothers, New York, 1948, vii 
2Joseph Bellafiore. Words at Work, Amsco School 
Publications, Inc., New York, 1939, 143-152 
3Jay E. Greene. "Modernizing the Teaching of Vocabulary, " 
English Journal, (June, 1945), Vol 34 , 343-344 
I 
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of each word is given, and it can be seen that some words 
·, have lived for centuries and have played their parts in 
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many civilizations. 
Funkl has also investigated the history of words. He 
has taken hundreds of curious expressions and sayings which 
we use in daily conversation and has traced them back through 
the years or centuries in an effort to determine their 
sources and to find out what the original allusions were. 
The study of Latin is also recommended as an incentive 
to augment one's vocabulary. Dunham2 reports, 
The value in derivative study lies not so 
much in tracing the word from Englis.h back to 
Latin as in beginning with the Latin word and 
building the modern English word with the aid 
of the Latin prefixes and suffixes. It has 
been estimated that more than eighty percent 
of the Latin vocabulary has come into English. 
A knowledge of t wenty-five Latin prefixes and 
fifty Latin suffixes in combination with about 
fifty Latin primitives will give one a command 
of English vocabulary such as can be gained in 
no other way. This objective can be attained 
to a reasonable degree of mastery in two years 
of Latin study. Etymology is taught 'tith more 
economy of time and more effectively in Latin 
than in English. Students find the study in-
teresting and profitable at the time they are 
studying Latin: and when they return ten years 
later, they often mention the word studies as 
the phase of Latin which they most enjoyed and 
remembered. Numerous tests scientifically 
j, 
1
1--
lcharles Earle Funk. 
! New York, 1948 
A Hog on Ice, Harper and Brothers, 
I 
2Fred S. Dunham. uwhy Latin Teachers Teach Derivatives," 
School Review, (June, 1944) , Vol 52, 356-361 
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conducted during the past t wenty years have 
conclusively established the validity of 
derivative study. Latin is an economical 
way of gaining a mastery of English vocab-
ulary. Teachers of Latin have always be-
lieved this; now they know it. 
Derivative study is supported by Hamlin,l who believes 
that a major point for retaining Latin, at least until a 
really adequate substitute can be provided, is found in the 
inadequacy of present methods of vocabulary building which 
the teacher has at his disposal. The Human Engineering 
Laboratory2 finds that Latin is a scientific way of teaching 
English vocabulary for it works from word meanings, provid-
ing a nice sense of significations that seldom comes other-
wise. An interest in the subject, instilled by a skillful 
teacher, is almost a per se interest in the English words 
derived from it. 
Feinstein3 has devised a vocabulary game based on Latin 
and Greek roots which he uses in his college freshman English 
classes. He has his students acquaint themselves with the 
more common Latin and Greek roots and prefixes, which are 
the nucleus for further word studies. He suggest, "Enter-
' tain yourself for ten minutes ea ch day by making 'dictionary 
!I discoveries'; in six months you will acquire power of com-
--tt= 
lTalbot F. Hamlin. Op. cit., 85-87 
2Human Engineering Laboratory, Boston, Massachusetts 
3George w. Feinstein. Op. cit. 218-220 
~ ll_ 
II 
prehension and creation in literature and a certainty of 
diction that will be new to you and surprising to your 
friends." Hovious1 also found that her students were im.-
pressed with the value of foreign language study by tracing 
roots and affixes. 
Bodmer and Hogben2 express this belief: "To reduce 
mnemonic burden of language learning to a minimum, it is 
essential to work with familiar materials, i.e., with roots 
taken from existing languages." 
It is evident that a definite program must be set up 
in the school to make the student word oo nscious, and thereby 
improve his ability in the fields of reading , writing, speak-
ing, and listening. 
1carol F. Hovious. "Dictionary Daily Dozens," English 
Journal, (January, 1932), Vol 21, 51-53 
2Frederick Bodmer and Lancelot Hogben. The Loom of 
Language, ed. by Farrar and Rinehart, Inc. dist. by 
. W. W. Norton and Company, Inc. , 1944, 500 
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CHAPTER III 
CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF MATERIALS 
The following twenty-five lessons have been constructed 
to enrich and improve the meaningful English vocabulary of 
students in the foreign language classes of a senior high 
school. 
Each lesson begins with a word in Latin and shows its 
development into the cognate languages of French and Spanish 
which are outgrowths of vulgar Latin. Finally each word is 
given in the form of three present-day English derivatives. 
These derivatives are words that the student will use and 
Each lesson is folloWed by a test which is divided 
into four parts: Part I, worth five points, examines the 
student's knowledge of the principal derivatives; Part II, 
li 
I 
I 
li ! 
I worth five points, examines the student's knowledge of the tw ,j 
I 
I 
additional derivatives; Part III is a review of the deriv-
atives in the two preceding lessons and carries a value of 
f'ive points; Part IV is optional and is entitled "Bonus I Q.uestion". It is worth two points and checks on the student's 
. I . 
ability to recognize common Latin phrases and expressions. 
The total score may be fifteen, or a possible seventeen 
points. 
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The exercises are to be used by the students in Latin, 
French or Spanish classes. vfllether or not the students have 
studied all three languages, the Latin, French and Spanish 
word lists may be used with special emphasis being given 
to the word in the language which the students are studying. 
Although these lessons have been adapted for ~oreign 
language classes, they may also be used in an English course 
in a unit on "Vocabulary Building" which includes a phase 
on etymology. 
The writer believes that these lessons will not only 
enrich the English vocabulary of students, but will increase 
their appreciation and respect of the language by providing 
an added understanding of its make-up and association with 
their other language studies. 
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COGNATE WORD STUDY TO ENRICH THE El';rGLISH VOCABULA.RY 
OF STUDENTS IN THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASSES 
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LESSON I 
Latin French Spanish :t.Jleaning 
En~lish 
Der1vative 
corpus 
conduce 
aequus 
debeo 
porto 
le corps el cuerpo body 
conduire conducir bring together 
egal igual even, just 
devoir deber owe, ought 
porter portar carry 
Meaning of the English Derivatives 
corps- an organized body of men 
The Air Cor~s needs young men. 
conduct- lead; gui e; escort; manage; behave 
Did Charlie Spivak conduct the orchestra? 
equal- exactly the same; uniform 
Americans believe in equal rights for all. 
debt- that which is due from one person to another 
Buying a new car has put me in debt. 
porter- one who carries luggage for a~ 
The porter waited eagerly for his tip. 
Additional Derivatives 
corps 
conduct 
equal 
debt 
porter 
corpulent- "too much" body; fat; obese 
Corpulent ladies support the reducing salons. 
corporation- a body or group organized to act as a person 
The General Motors Company is a corporation. 
;1 3. conducive- leading; helpful; contributive Spring is conducive to young romance. 
l' 
II 
4 . conductor- one who leads or guides 
II 5. 
I' 6. 
I ?. 
I! s. 
Who is your favorite orchestra conductor? 
eguat~r- an imaginary circle equally distant from the poles 
Crossing the equator is an exciting experience. 
e quanimity- evenness of mind; composure 
---- Few men have equanimity in emergencies. 
indebted- brought into debt or under obligation 
--- We are indebted to the coach for a good team. 
indebtedness- condition of owing or being in debt 
--- I cannot express my indebtedness for your help. 
'I 
,, 9. portable- that which can be carried 
I /1 10. 
1: 
Won't portable television sets be handy? 
deportment- the way one carries himself or behaves 
Polite students get A in deportment. 
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TEST I 
I. Indicate the meaning of the English derivatives by placing 
the number of the correct definition in the blank on the 
l eft. (5 points) 
a. corps 
-----
1. carrier 5. even 
b. porter ----- 2. accomplish 6. t ask 
c. equal 
-----
3. lead 7. obligation 
d. conduct 
-----
4. body of men 8. gold 
e. debt 
-----
I' 
i/:1
1 II ~ Fill in each blank with an additional derivative from 
Lesson I. (5 points) 
,, 
·I i 
I 
I' I 
II 
,, 
II 
f, 
1.---------- A _z_ man has to wear tailor-made clothes. 
2.---------- The _z_ is an imaginary line that really 
doesn't exist. 
';> 3.---------- I have a -~- radio. 
4.---------- Warm weather is not 
';> 
? to study or work. 
5.---------- Most nurses show -~- in an emergency. 
III. Below each root, give five other derivatives in which 
these roots are found. The first one is done for you. 
(5 points) 
1. corp 2. due 3. equ 4. deb 5. port 
l.QQr.JJ§~--- g~Q.ugt ___ ~9.!.!S!lity_ g~"Q:tQ~--- I~Qrt _____ 
2.--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
3.--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
4.---------
--------- --------- --------- ---------
5.---------
--------- --------- --------- ---------
6.---------
Bonus Question - Optional 
I II 
I 
11 IV. People who read detective stories know what corpus delecti / 
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LESSON II 
Latin French Spanish Meaning 
1· forma la forme la forma form 
,2. fugio fuir fugarse flee 
r3. medius (du)milieu medio middle 
4. pr§vincia la province la provincia province 
.5. amo aimer amo love 
Meaning of the English Derivatives 
1. formal- following a pattern; precise 
Formal affairs can be stuffy. 
------
En~lish 
Der~vative 
formal 
fugitive 
medium 
province 
amiable 
2. fugitive- one who flees from danger, pursuit, or service 
Don't be a fugitive from soap and water. 
3. medium- middle condition or degree 
My sister has medium blond hair. 
\4. province- portion of a country outside the capital 
\ am· -4able- From what province in France does he come? 
15. ~ lovable; pleas~ng 
I Arthur Godfrey is an amiable comedian. 
I 
I 
! 
I 
Additional Derivatives 
I 1 . formative- giving shape; plastic 
l 
' i 12. 
\! 
Our formative years are supposed to be the best. 
information- knowledge 
- Do you listen to "Information, Please"? 
refuge- shelter or protection from danger or distress 
11
3
• 1: 4. The children sought refuge from the rain. .. refugee- one who flees for safety, esp. to a foreign country i! 
1: 
i 
The United States admits many refugees each year. 1· 
I' 
mediator- one who is in the middle to make or keep peace 1
1
j 
- A mediator on a radio program should be tactful. ,• 
mediocre- of a middle or moderate qu~li ty 1
1
1 
--- The first pie I ever made was just mediocre. 
?. provincial- countrified; narrow J 
My country cousins did not seem at all rovincia I 
provincialism- a word or mannerism peculiar to a prov nee 
Good speech contains no provincialisms. 
)9. ~ory- causing or expressing love Amatory poems do not appeal to freshman boys. 
one who follows a certain pursuit for pleasure 
Ted Mack gave the amateur his "big chance." 
' I 
o. ~eur-
TEST II 
I. Define the English derivatives below. (5 points) 
"~Nord 
1. formal 
2. fugitive 
3. medium 
4. province 
5. amiable 
Definition 
l.-----------------------------2.------------------~----------3.-----------------------------4.------------------~----------5.-----------------------------
II. Fill in each blank with an additional derivative from 
Lesson II. (5 points) 
1.--------- High school students are in their _z_ years. 
t;> 
2.--------- Lisa is a -~- from Poland. 
3.--------- I acted as a _z_ in the dispute. 
4.--------- In politics the old farmer had a _£_ vie\~oint. 
5.--------- Although he is a _z_ golfer, he plays well. 
Review 
I jiii. The additional derivatives below are found in Lessons I 
and II. Use each one in a sentence. (5 points) 
I 
I 
li 
.\ 
I j: 
i, 
I. 
1. equator 
-------------------------------------------. 
2. corporation----------------~--------------------------. 
3. amatory 
-------------------------------------------. 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
I 32 j 
I ~:;, 
r 
/; 
li -------------------------------------------. ~ 
4. mediocre 
1: 
1: 
'i 
, IV. 
li 5. refuge 
-----------------.. ---------.... ----------------. I; I 
I Bonus Question - Optional 1 
The motto of the senior class is Post proelium, praemium. 
VJhat does it mean? ( 2 points) 
---------------------------------------------------------
i 
,I 
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LESSON III 
Latin French Spanish Meanine2 
1. p~obo ... pro bar eprouver prove 
2. pax la paix lapaz peace 
17: servus 1' esclave el esclavo slave u. 
4 . s~gnum le signe el signo sign 
5. cur a la cure el cui dado care 
Meaning of the English Derivatives 
1. approve- confirm; commend 
English 
Derivative 
approve 
pacify 
servant 
signal 
curator 
Did your parents approve of your report card? 
2. pacify- to make peace; appease 
The mother tried to pacify her quarreling children. 
3. servant- one employed to serve another 
Only rich people can afford many servants. 
4 . signal- a sign of command or danger 
A red flag is a signal of danger. 
5. curator- one who t akes care of a library or museum 
My uncle is the curator at the city museum. 
Additional Derivatives 
1. approbation- approval; sanction 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
The principal gave his approbation to the plan ~1 
probation- period of proof or good-will ! 2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Because he played hooky, he was placed on probation. 
pacifism- means of settling international disputes by arbi-
tration 
The conscientious objector believed in pacifism. 
pacific- tending to make peace 
Russia seems to have no pacific ideas. 
servitude- state of being in subjection 
---- No human being should be in servitude. 
servile- menial; perta ining to a slave 
---- How I dislike servile tasks1 
signature- person's name written with his ovm hand 
· Your si~nature is your exclusive possession. 
insignia- distinqulshing marks; emblems 
Do you recognize the insignia of the Air Corps? 
I 
il 
II 
sinecure- position requiring no responsibility or work 1 
- The politic ian was looking for a sinecure. ' i 110. curate- one who takes care of souls; assistant to a rector 1' li 
I 
II 
The new curate at our church is amiable. 1 
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II 
I l I. Indicate the meaning of the English derivatives by placing 
11 the number of the correct definition in the blank on the ! left. (5 points) 
i 
·I 
11 j' II. 
I 
I 
a. signal 
-----
1. appease 5. finish 
b. pacify 
-----
2. custodian 6. employee 
c. servant 
____ .. 
3. denial 7. sign 
d. curator 
-----
4. confirm 8. desire 
e. approve 
-----
Use one of the additional derivatives from Lesson III to 
answer each of the questions below. (5 points) 
1. What kind of job would appeal to a lazy person? 
2. Under what conditions did the slaves formerly live? 
3. What is the theory that advocates peace by arbitration? 
4. What must a personwrite on the back of a check? 
5. What is the name of a period of trial? 
Answers 
1. ---------------------
2. ---------------------
3. ---------------------
4. ---------------------
5. ---------------------
Review 
III. The additional derivatives below are found in Lessons I 
and II. In the blank on the left put the number of the 
correct synonym. (5 points) 
a. equanimity ----- 1. shelter 5. composure 
b. refuge ----- 2. pretend 6. failure 
c. information ----- 3. organized body 7. conduct 
d. corporation ----- 4. knowledge s. foreign 
e. deportment -----
Bonus -Question - Optional 
j IV. What would you do with a subpoena?· (2 points) 
!, ------------------------------------------------------
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LESSON IV 
Latin French S:Qanish Meaning En~lish Der~va=Eive 
sal us la sante la salud health salute 
teneo tenir tener hold tenacious 
aqua l'eau aqua water aquarium 
verbum le verbe el verbo word verbose 
nov us nouveau nuevo new novel 
Meaning of the Eng1ish Derivatives 
salute- greet; address with courtesy or ceremony 
1Ne salute the flag every morning. 
tenacious- holding fast; retentive 
Stubborn people tend to be tenacious. 
aquarium- pond in which living plants or animals are kept 
There is an aquarium in the Science Laboratory. 
verbose- using or containing more words than necessary 
Make your explanation brief, not verbose. 
novel- new; unusual 
The hall was decorated in a novel way. 
Additional Derivatives 
salubrious- healthful 
Exercising out-of-doors is salubrious. 
salutary- wholesome; beneficial 
--- The punishment had a salutary effect on him. 
tenant- occupant of the lands of another 
--- Do you own your house, or are you a tenant? 
detention- holding back; confinement 
Students who break school rules have a detention period. 
aquamarine- transparent gem of bluish green color 
I prefer an aquamarine to a diamond ring. 
a queduct- structure for holding water 
After the drought, there was no water in the aqueduct. 
verbatim- exactly word for word 
--- Many famous speeches are quoted verbatim. 
verbal- expressed in words 
---- Dick gave me a verbal expression of thanks. 
novelty- something new; freshness 
--- . Changing classes is a novelty to the freshmen. 
novice- someone new in a church or business 
Ted Williams is not a novice in baseball. 
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TEST IV 
I. Fill in the blanks with the correct English derivative. 
(5 points) 
1.---------- The dog held a _£_ grip on his bone. 
2.---------- A soldier must _z_ his superior officer. 
3.---------- Have you been to the ? to see the fish? 
4.---------- The author had a ? --- way of writing. 
5.---------- A _z_ speech is usually dull. 
,: 
Jf II. Use these additional derivatives from Lesson IV in a 
1; sentence. ( 5 points) 
.: 
r: 
li 1. salubrious-------------------------------------------. 
1: 
I· 
'! 2. detention -------------------------------------------. 
3. aquamar1ne-------------------------------------------. 
4. verbatim -------------------------------------------. 
5. novice -------------------------------------------. 
Review 
i 
.III. Give the definition of these additional derivatives found 
1 in Lessons II and III. 
Vlord 
1. amatory 
2. mediator 
3 . approbation 
4. pacific 
5. curate 
Definition 
l.---------------------------
2.~--------------------------3.---------------------------4.---------------------------5.---------------------------
Bonus Question - Optional 
IV. Vfhy is e pluribus unum an appropriate motto for the 
United States? (2 points) 
------------------~------------------------------------
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Meaning of the English Derivatives 
1. dental- perta ining to the teeth 
Dental work can be painful. 
2. current- belonging to the present time 
Are you familiar with current events? 
3. convention- a body of persons meeting for a common purpose 
The doctors held their convention in New York. 
4. literature- writings notable for their literary form 
The study of world literature is fascinating. 
5. announce- declare; proclaim 
Did he announce who would pitch for the Red Sox? 
Additional Deriva tives 
1. dentifrice- tooth powder or paste 
I like a dentifrice that has a pleasant taste. 
2 . dentist- one who t akes care of the teeth 
---- How I dread going to the dentistt 
3. concurrent- running together; coincident 
---- The two events were concurrent. 
4. recurrent- returning from time to time 
The thief had recurrent pangs of conscience. 
5. convene- come together; assemble 
Congress will convene soon. 
I 6. 
I 
conventional- depending on custom or general agreement 
To be original, don't be conventional. 
I 
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I is difficult ~ 
literal- l etter by letter; true to fact 
Giving a literal translation of Caesar 
' I 
11 
li 
8. literary- pertaining to literature 
- VIhat are your literary interests? 
9. pronunciation- speaking with the proper s ound and accent 
The pronunciation of s-i-o-u-x is s~. 
o. nuncio- a representative of the Pope at a foreign court 
The Pope has nuncios in many European capitals. 
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TEST V 
I. 'V'lri te the number of the correct synonym for the English 
derivative in the blank on the left. (5 points) 
a. announce 1. meeting 5. fortune 
2. general 
3. declare 
4. passing 
6. writings 
7. "tooth-y" 
8. constant 
b. convention 
c. current 
d. dental 
e. literature 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
What Would You Do? I -
II. V.Jri te the letter of the correct answer in the blank on 
the left. (5 points) 
I 
I 
I 
1.-------- If you bought a dentifrice, would you- (a) I 
clean your teeth (b) wear it (c) paint it? 
2.-------- If you had a recurrent fever, would you suffer- I 
(a) constantly (b) painfully (c) from time to 1 
time? I 
3.-------- If you were the nuncio of the Pope, would you 
be his- (a) messenger (b) representative 
(c) page? 
4.-------- If you gave a literal translation of a story, 
would you give it- (a) poorly (b) word for 
word (c) concisely? 
5.-------- If your class convened, would you- (a) meet 
(b) be dismissed (c) be punished? 
Review 
i! III. Use the additional derivatives from Lessons III and IV 
~ in a sentence. (5 points) 
l. servitude-------------------------------------------. 
2. insignia -------------------------------------------. 
3. novelty -------------------------------------------. 
4. salutary -------------------------------------------. 
5. a queduct -------------------------------------------. 
Bonus Question - Optional i 
I 
I 
IV. Adeste, Fideles i s the title of a Christmas hymn. What i 
does it mean? (2 points) 1· 
-- ---~~~~~~--~~~~-~~~-------~-----~~-~~~~-~~~---~----. -
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LESSON VI 
Latin French Spanish 
English 
Meaning Der1vat1ve 
vox la voix la voz voice vocal 
vita la vie la vida life vital 
pes le pied el pie foot pedestrian 
arm a l'arme las armas arms arms 
l'an el ........ ann us a no year annual 
Meaning of the English Derivatives 
vocal- pertaining to the voice 
Bing Crosby's vocal talents have won him fame. 
vital- containing life; 11ving 
The heart is the most vital organ in the body. 
pedestrian- one who uses his feet to travel 
Always give the pedestrian the right of way. 
arms- instruments of war 
"Arms and the Girl" is a Broadway hit. 
annual- yearly 
The annual Memorial Day program was impressive. 
Additional Derivatives 
provoke- irritate; offend 
Football coaches often provoke t he players. 
advocate- plead in favor of; support 
--- Russia should advocate world peace. 
vit amin- a constituent of food essential to nutrition 
--- Vitamin A is a t win brother to Vitamin D. 
vitality- force of life 
--- American girls have great vitality. 
expedite- "to let go of the foot " ; help forward 
A typewriter will expedite your work. 
pedal- lever operated by the foot 
Vfuen the bicycle pedal fell off, I went sprawling. 
7. armaments- e quipment for war 
---- The United States has modern armaments. il 8 . disarm- deprive of weapons 
-- "Disarm the aggressors," cried the pacifists. 
9. annuity- yearly amount of money 
--- He received an annuity for life. 
10. perennial- lasting through the year; enduring 
~--=--_T: :::_garden has :eerennial beauty. 
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TEST VI 
I. Write the letter of the definition for each of the English 
derivatives in the blank on the left. (5 points) 
1.---- pedestrian (a) scent (b) walker (c) plant 
2.---- arms (a) references (b) threats (c .) weapons 
3.---- annual (a) yearly (b) heavy ( c ) right 
4.---- vital (a) pleasing (b) living (c) clear 
5.---- vocal (a) smart (b) voice (c) distant 
II. Fill in the blanks with the additional derivatives from 
Lesson VI listed below. (5 points) 
expedite- vitamins- advocate- perennial- vitality 
I ---------- the addition of ---------- to ----------
plants because they give them ---------- and ----------
their growth. 
Review 
III. The additional derivatives listed below are found in 
Lessons IV and V. Give the meaning of each. (5 points) 
Word Definition 
1. verbal 1.-----------------------
2. concurrent 2.-----------------------
3. conventional 3.-----------------------
4. tenant 4.-----------------------
5. literary 5.-----------------------
Bonus Question - Optional 
ij IV. There are alumni and alumnae of your school. Do you 
1 know what the difference is? (2 points) 
I 
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LESSON VII 
Latin French S_Eanish Meanin~ 
En~lish 
Der1vative 
niillus nul ninguno no, none nullify 
nomen le nom el nombre name noun 
compleo completer completa:r complete complete 
video voir ver see visible 
dormio dormir dormir sleep dormitory 
Meaning of the English Derivatives 
' nullify- reduce to nothing; destroy 
Truman would like to nullify the Taft-Hartley 
noun- name of any person, place, or thing 
Bill J 
Placing the verb before the noun adds variety. 
complete- conclude; achieve; realize--
When will you complete your studies? 
visible- capable of be ing seen 
Mars was visible through the telescope. 
dormitory- building containing sleeping rooms 
The girls had a "pajama party" in the dormitory. 
Additional Derivatives 
annul- abolish; avoid 
- Vle shall annul our contract with that company. 
null- void; invalid 
- His arguments were null and void. 
nominal- existing in name only 
The class rented the club for a nominal price . 
ignominious- anything that ruins one's good name; degrading 
The robber was punished for his ignominious act. 
complement- word used to complete the predicate 
How is a com_Element used in a sentence? 
com_Eliment- praise; cow~endation 
The winner received a compliment from the coach. 
provide- "see ahead"; prepare; furnish 
--- Savings bonds will provide for your education. 
television- reproduction of a distant scene through wires 
· - 1\Ul ton Berle is called "Mr. Television." 
dormant- sleeping; inactive 
---- Playing baseball uses up dormant energy. 
dormer- type of windm•J in a bedroom · 
The House of Seven Gables has dormer windows. 
I 
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TEST VII 
What Would You Say? 
II 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I. Write the correct answer in the blank on the left. (5 pointS,) 
1.------ ·what is the use of a noun in a sentence? 
a. It names a person, place or thing. 
b. It is used as the predicate. 
c. It modifies the verb. 2.------ He completes everything he starts. 
a. Hasn't he any patience? 
b. He's a lucky fellow. 
c. How great was the damage? 3.------ The calendar was visible to the whole class. 
a. The teacher should change its position. 
b. All the students should know the date. 
c. Did they have to pay for it? 4.------ The girls' dormitory is called Taylor Hall. 
a. Is that where the girls sleep? 
b. Do they have classes there? 
c. I thought they went to Boston University. 5.------ The labor union will nullify the old contract. 
a. A:re the members negotiating for a new one? 
b. They must be satisfied with it. 
c. They never make any progress. 
I iii. Use the additional derivatives from Lesson 
1 in a sentence. (5 points) 
! 
VIi listed below I 
ij 
I, 
ii ,, 
!I 
I 
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I 
1. null --------------------------------------------. 
2. dormant --------------------------------------------. 
3 . nominal --------------------------------------------. 
4. compliment--------------------------------------------. 
5. provide --------------------------------------------. 
Review 
Listed below are additional derivatives from Lessons V and 
VI. Write the number of the correct synonym in the blank 
on the left. (5 points) 
a. pronunciation 
-----
1. 
b . disarm 
-----
2. 
c. concurrent ----- 3. 
d. pedal 
-----
4. 
e. convene 
-----
Bonus Q,uestion 
lever 
deprive of 
coincident 
greet 
Optional 
5. 
weapons 6. 
?. 
8. 
obese 
speech 
prepare 
meet 
I 
I 
! 
i 
I 
I 
:I I. 
I 
IV. Why have five firms in Chicago the name Concordia? {2 points[ 
----------------------------------------------------------
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LESSON VIII 
Latin J:t,rench Spanish Meaning 
Ene;lish 
Derlvative 
1. terra laA terre la tierra land terrain 
2. animus 1' ame el animo mind animate 
3. temp~s le temps el tiempo time temporary 
4. p.remo presser prensar press depression 
5. finis la fin el fin end finish 
Meanin~ of the Enslish Derivatives 
1. terrain- land; ground 
The airplane landed safely on the vast terrain. 
2. animate- give life to 
Walt Disney can animate story book characters. 
3. temporary- lasting for a time; not permanent 
The tent provided temporart shelter. 
4. depression- time of poor business orrade 
Money is scarce during a depression. 
5. finish- bring to an end; conclude 
When you finish your work, put it on the desk. 
Additional Derivatives 
1. ·terrestrial- earthly; consisting of land 
2. terra firma-
The earth is a terrestrial globe. 
firm or solid land 
3. unanimous-
--
4. inanimate-
The distressed pilot wished for terra firma. 
being of one mind; agreeing 
Joe Louis won by a unanimous decision. 
lifeless 
Poets often give life to inanimate objects. 
5. temporal- lasting for a time; transitory 
Louis XIV of France thought only of temporal 
affairs. 
6. contemporary- living or occurring at the same time 
Wind and rain are contemporary forces. 
?. expression- that which is stated 
"v\That' s new?" is a favorite expression. 
8. express- state; proclaim 
Try to express your thoughts clearly. 
9. !i£ite- having limits; subject to conditions 
Man has only a finite understanding of nature. 
10. infinite- having no limits 
--- Clyde Beatty has infinite patience with animals. 
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TF,,ST VIII 
I. VJri te the number of the correct synonym for the English 
derivatives in the blank on the left. (5 points) 
a. finish ----- 1. enliven 5. land 
b. terrain 
-----
2 . complete 6. desire 
c. animate 
-----
3. alarming 7. transitory 
d. depression 
-----
4 . lowering 8. mortal 
e. temporary 
-----
!, II . Use one of the additional derivatives from Lesson VIII 
in each of the sentences. (5 points ) 
I 
·' 1.---------- ~ter the sea voyage it was pleasant to see 
_.:._ again. 
2.---------- The president was elected by decision. 
3.---------- Bacon and Shakespeare were _1_ authors. 
? 4 .---------- V'Je should always -.:.- our ideas clearly. 
5 0 't' ? • ---------- LU' capac1 1es are -.:.- • 
i 
I 
iiii. 
I 
Define the additional derivatives from Lessons \~ and VII. 
(5 points) 
I 
Word Definition 
1. annuity 1.----------------------------
2. armaments 2.----------------------------
3 . ignominious 3.----------------------------
4. dormer 4.----------------------------
5. null 5.----------------------------
Bonus Question - Optional 
IV. Can you tell why Boston and Seattle have more firms named 
Neptune than any other cities? (2 points) 
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LESSON IX 
Latin French Spanish Meaning 
En~lish I 
DerJ.vative 
1. vago~ vaguer vagar wander 
2. moveo mouvoir mover move 
3. iuventus la jeunesse la juventud youth 
4. populus le peuple el pueblo people 
5. possum pouvoir poder be able 
Meaning of the English Derivatives 
1. vagrant- idle wanderer 
vagrant 
movement 
juvenile 
popular 
potent 
"Pick up all vagrants," said the police chief. 
2. movement- change of place or position 
How many movements are there in a fox-trot step? 
3. juvenile- young; immature 
For an adult, his actions were juvenile. 
4. popular- pleasing to the public 
Joe Di Maggio is a popular baseball player. 
5. potent- having great power 
Penicillin is a potent drug. 
Additional Derivatives 
1. vagary- wandering of the thoughts; whim 
His plan to make a million dollars was a vagary. 
2. vagabond- one who wanders about . 
Vachel Lindsay was called the "Vagabond Poet." 
3. commotion- disturbed motion; agitation 
- Arguing about politics causes· a commotion. 
4. promote- "move forward"; further 
--- The Red Cross is trying to promote funds. 
5. junior- younger; lower in rank 
The junior class is planning the Senior Tea. 
6. rejuvenate- make young again 
7. population-
8. depopulate-
Spring rains rejuvenate the earth. 
all the people in a country or section 
The census shows an increase in population. 
deprive of inhabitants 
Floods can depopulate a whole city. 
9. potential- existing in possibility only 
I 
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I 
He is a potential candidate for class 
10. puissant- powerful; strong 
president JI 
II 
=--~~~ Communism is a puissant force today. 
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TEST IX 
I. Fill in the blanks at the left with the letter of the 
correct answer. {5 points) 
1.-------- I f we say the President is potent, is he-
(a) powerful (b) stalwart (c) tall? 
2.-------- If a book is popular, (c) well liked? is it- (a) long (b) 
3.-------- If a boy is juvenile, is he- (a) serious (b) tall (c) young? 
dull 
4.-------- If we make a movement, do we- (a) change our 
opinion (b) mal<:e a charge ( c ) change our 
position? 
5.-------- I f one is a vagrant, is he- (a) a laborer (b) a businessman (c) a wanderer? 
II. Define these additional derivatives from Lesson IX. 
(5 points) 
Word 
1. commotion 
2. junior 
3. population 
4. potential 
5. vagabond 
Definition 
l.---------------------------2.---------------------------3 .-----~---------------------4.---------------------------5.---------------------------
\III. To prove you really know these words, use the additional 
derivatives listed below from Lessons VII and VIII in a 
sentence of your ovm. ( 5 points) 
1. terrestrial------------------------------------------. 
2~ null ------------------------------------------. 
3. infinite -------------------------- ---------- ------. 
4 . inanimate ------------------------------------------. 
5. television ------------------------------------------. 
Bonhs Qti~Stion - Optional 
I, 
I• IV. VJhat is wrong with this sentence? 
II 
I, 
I' 
The s ailor said, "This is the first time in a month that 
I have set foot on terra cotta." (2 points) 
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LESSON X 
Latin French Spanish Meaning 
1. habito ha)<iter habitar inhabit 
2. nascor naitre nacer to be born 
3. qgies_ la quietude la quietud rest, quiet 
4 . divido diviser divisar divide 
5. bonus bon bueno good 
Meaning of the English Derivatives 
1. inhabit- live in; occupy 
Ene;lish 
DerJ.va~ive 
inhabit 
renaissance 
quiet 
divide 
bonus 
How long did Adam and Eve inhabit the garden of Eden? 
2. renaissance- rebirth of classical ar~ and learning 
The renaissance was a glorious period. 
3. quiet- still; hushed 
The minnows drifted in the quiet .underwater world. 
4. divide- separate; sever 
The Pyrenees divide Spain from France. 
5. bonus- something good given beyond what is due 
The employees received a bonus of fifty dollars. 
Additional Derivatives 
1. habitation- place where one lives 
2 . habitat-
The miner's habitation was dilapidated. 
natural dwelling of a plant or animal i 
The diver invaded the habitat of the sea crea tures.! 
I 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9 . 
cognate-
nascent-
proceeding from the same stock or root 
French and Spanish are cognate languages. 
beginning to exist or grow 
Tulips are now in a nascent state. 
quiescence- rest; s tillness 
After a day's work I long for quiescence. 
acquiesce- to rest satisfied; agree 
We could not acquiesce to his difficult terms. 
indivisible- not able to be sep arated into parts 
The United States is one nation indivisible. 
dividend- sum or share to be distributed 
The bank distributes dividends quarterly. 
bonanza- something good that yields a large income 
--- The mine turned out to be a bonanza. 
bonbon- candy that tastes "good" 
Which do you prefer, a bonbon or a caramel? 
'I ,, 
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TEST X 
I. Write the letter of the correct meaning of the English 
derivatives in the blank on the left. (5 points} 
1.----- inhabit (a} leave (b) dislike (c) dwell 2.----- quiet (a) dear (b) rest (c) dullness 3.----- divide (a) separate (b) mend (c) anguish 4.----- bonus (a} extra (b) pension (c) evil 5.----- renaissance (a) art ( b} revival (c) speed 
II. Use one of the additional derivatives from Lesson X in 
each of the blanks. (5 points} 
1.---------- is to birds as house is to people. 
2.---------- is to growth as beginning is to life. 
3.---------- is to rest as cormnotion is to noise. 
4.---------- is to money as heritage is to children. 
5.---------- is to candy as ham. is to meat. 
' 
:I I; 
" I' III. Lis ted below are additional derivatives from Lessons VIII 1 
and IX. Write the number of the correct definition in ' 
the blank on the left. (5 points) II 
a. express 
-----
1. help 5. land 
b. terra firma ----- 2 . state 6. equality 
c. rejuvenate 
-----
3. make progress 7. powerful 
d. promote 
-----
4. make young s. reduce 
e. puissant -----
Bonus Que s tion - Optional 
IV. Why is pro bono publico a good rule for city and state 
officials to follow? (2 points } 
-
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LESSON XI 
Latin French S£anish Meaning 
island 
fortune 
feel 
accuse 
get ready 
I 
EnfAish 1 
DerJ. vati ve 1 
-
" 1. insula l'ile 
/ insula I island i 
2. fortuna 
3. sentio 
4. .. -accuse 
5. pare 
la fortune 
sentir 
acguser 
prepar.er 
la fortuna 
sentir 
acusar 
parar 
fortune 
sense 
accuse 
prepare 
Meaning of the English Derivatives 
1. island- body of land surrounded by water 
Plum Island is a popular summer resort. 
2. fortune- wealth 
The Forty-Niners sought a fortune in California. 
3. sense- reason 
Comraon sense is a wonderful virtue. 
4. accuse- charge with a fault; blame 
Did you accuse him of being lazy? 
5. prepare- make ready 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Your high-school training should :2re:2are you for life 
Additional Derivatives 
peninsula- body of land almost surrounded by water 
The Iberian peninsula consists of Spain and Portugal. 
insular- pertaining to an island 
Hawaii is an insular possession of the United States. 
fortunate- lucky 
He was fortunate to have passed the course. 
unfortunate- unlucky 
It was unfortunate that he lost his job. 
sentimental- full of feeling; emotional 
---- For Sentimental Reasons is a popular song. 
sensible- characterJ.zed by common sense 
---- It is sensible to spend your money wisely. 
accusation- blame; charge; arraignment 
He made his accusation without proof. 
accuser- one who blames or charges another 
Who was the accuser of the thief? 
preparation- readiness; 
'I 
:1o. 
confusion. lj The wedding preparation created much 
preparatory- making ready the way; introductory 
Exeter Academy is a preparatory school. 
II 
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I. Write the letter of the correct answer in the blank on the Jll 
left. (5 points) 
1.-------- To prepare means- (a) to smooth (b) to get ready ! ( c ) to allow. : 
2.-------- To accuse means- (a) to blame (b) to free (c) delay. 
3.-------- .An island is- (a) a body of land (b) part of 
ocean (c) a resort. 
4.-------- Fortune refers to- (a) wealth (b) crisis (c) 
danger. 
5.-------- Sense refers to- (a) knowledge (b) money (c) feeling • . 
i 
to i 
the ! 
I 
1 II. In which association would you use each of these English 
derivatives? Write the letter of the correct answer in 
the blank at the left. (5 points) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
1.-----2.-----3.-----4.-----5.-----
insular 
preparation 
unfortunate 
sentimental 
accusation 
(a) china 
(a) food 
(a) rough 
(a) bad 
(a) shape 
Review 
(b) sewing (c) island 
(b) readiness ( c ) speed 
(b) unlucky (c) humorous (b) emotional (c) colorful (b) honesty (c) blame 
ti:II. The words in the first column are English derivatives from 
Lessons IX and X. Place before each word the number that ·I 
Ji 
li 
li 
1! 
best defines it. (5 points) 
a. population 
-----
1. candy 
b. promote 
-----
2. study 
c. habitat 
-----
3. encourage 
d. dividend 
-----
4. spinster 
e. bonbon 
-----
Bonus Question - Optional 
5. people 
6. relieve 
7. money 
8. abode 
i! 
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LESSON XII 
Latin French s:2anish Meanin~ 
-1. vera vrai verdadero true 
2 . clara clair claro clear 
3. familia la famille la familia family 
4. unda l'onde l'onda wave 
5. navigo naviguer nave gar sail 
Meanin~ of the En~lish Derivatives 
1. verify- prove to be true 
En~lish 
Der1.va=Eive 
verify 
clarify 
family 
abundant 
navigate 
Can you verify the existence of air? 
1 2. clarify- to make clear 
1 The judge asked the defendant to clarify his statement. 
3. family- immediate relations 
Henry is the major problem in the Aldrich family. 
4 . abundant-noverflowing in waves"; more than sufficient 
The farmers expect an abundant harvest. 
5. navigate- to steer . a ship 
Captain Kydd could navigate the seven seas. 
Additional Derivatives 
1. veritable- true; actual; genuine 
Fort Knox is a veritable gold mine. 
2. veracity- truthfulness 
--- George Washington is famous for his veracity. 
3. ~ity-
4. de~e-
clearness 
The speaker expressed his ideas with clarity. 
to make clear; state 
"Well, I declaret" said the Southern visitor. 
5. familiar- acquainted; intimate 
Are you familiar with the books of Ernest Hemingvlay? 
6. unfamiliar- not acquainted 
7. inundate-
s. undulate-
The foreigner spoke with an unfamiliar accent. 
to overflow; flood 
The flood will inundate the whole town. 
to move in waves 
Shadows seem to undulate at night. 
9. navigator- one who steers a ship 
The sight of the iceberg frightened the navigator. 
10. navigable- able to be sailed on 
Is the :Mississippi River navigable? 
s .. ,·.,1., Univ<>~ity 
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TEST XII 
What Would You Do? 
I. Write the letter of the correct answer in the blank on the II 
left. (5 points) 
I 
1.-------- If you verify a statement, would you- (a) prove 1 
it (b) retract it (c) contradict it? 
2.-------- If you clarify an idea, would you- (a) make it 
clear (b) agree with it (c) disprove it? 
3.-------- If you have abundant funds, would you- (a) be 
rich (b) be agreeable (c) be happy? 
4.-------- If you navigate a ship, would you- (a) steer it 
(b) build it (c) dock it? 
5.-------- If you have a large family, would you- (a) have 
money (b) have relations (c) have friends? 
II. Use each one of the additional derivatives below in a 
lively sentence of your own. (5 points) 
1. veritable--------------------------------------------. 
2. declare --------------------------------------------. 
3. inundate --------------------------------------------. 
4. familiar --------------------------------------------. 5. navigable--------------------------------------------. 
Review 
III. IJ'he words below are English derivatives from Lessons X 
and XI. In the blank at the left \~ite the letter of the 
correct synonym for each one. (5 points) 
' 1.----- quiescence (a) rest (b) assent (c) excusr 2.----- bonanza (a) failure (b) something good (c) state! 3.----- accuser (a) blamer (b) defender (c) agent 4.----- fortunate (a) smart (b) rich (c) luC!{yj 5.----- peninsula (a) desire (b) body of land (c) groun. 
Bonus Question - Optional 
IV. Data mean information. It is a plural word. What is the 
singular? (2 points) 
========~==~-=~~-========~~=====-=-~-~--~-=== 
LESSON XIII 
Latin French Spanish Meanin~ 
En91ish 
Der1vative 
1. poena la peine la pena penalty penalty 
2. victoria la victoire la victoria victory victory 
3 . dono donner dar give donate 
4. . ..... 1' in~ure l'injusticia injustice injustice 1n1ur1a 
5. memoria la memoire la memoria memory memory 
F . 111ean1n~ of the En~lish Derivatives 
1. penalty- punishment; fine 
I had to pay a penalty on the overdue book. 
1
2. victory- conquest of an enemy 
The Allies won a victory over the Germans. 
1
3. donate- to give 
Did you donate a cake to the food sale? 
1 4. injustice- violation of one's rights 
1 The injustice of the Russians has imprisoned many 
11 5. memory- part of the brain that remembers 
:1 I have a poor memory for dates. 
!I 
'I !; 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
Additional Derivatives 
! 1. penal- pertaining to punishment 
11
'j 
Fort Leavenworth is a penal institution. 
2. penalize- to put a penalty on il 
The team was penalized for unnecessary roughness. l' 
3. victorious- conquering; having gained victory 
The victorious troops entered Rome 
4 . victor- winner; conqueror 
"To the victor belong the spoils." 
5. donation- gift; something that is given 
I 
triumphantly.! 
I 
I 
I 
--- Rockefeller gave a donation to M. I. T. I 
I 6. donor- one who gives 
- I was a donor to the Boston University building fund J 
. 7. injure- to hurt; offend 
8. injury-
Falls injure my pride more than my anatomy. 
damage; hurt 
The injury to his hands was slight. 
9. memorial- serving to remember 
I The Memorial Day parade was colorful. 
10. commemorate- to call to memory 
What .do we commemorate on the Fourth of July? 
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TEST XIII 
I. Fill in the blanks at the left with the correct English 
derivative. (5 points) 
--
?_ 1.---------- The prisoner is paying the for his crime. 
2.---------- Caesar won a _z_ in Gaul. 
'? 3.---------- I shall -~- my services to the charity drive. 
4.---------- There is no _z_ in American courts. 
'? 5.---------- Amnesia is a loss of -~- • 
II. In the blank at the left write T if the statement is True 
and F if the statement is False7 (5 points) ----
1.----- The teacher may penalize us if we are late. 2.----- Hitler was victorious in conquering the United 
States. 3.----- We should not give a donation to the Red Cross. 
4.----- A serious injury can be painful. 5.----- The Constitution is a memorial to the founders ·of 
our country. 
Review 
j III. The words below are English derivatives from Lessons XI 
and XII. Write the definition of each one. (5 points) 
I Word 
1. unfortunate 
2. clarity 
3. preparatory 
4. veracity 
5. undulate 
Definition 
1.-------------------------2.-------------------------3.-------------------------4.-------------------------5.-------------------------
Bonus Question - Optional 
IV. The motto of the University of Illinois is: Labor omnia 
vincit. What does it mean? (2 points) 
--------------------------------------------------------
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LESSON XIV 
Latin French Spanish , Meaning 
1. inc it§ inciter incitar urge on 
2. occupo occuper ocupar seize 
3. laudo louer , loar praise 
4 . materia le materiel la materia material 
5. lingua la langue la lengua language 
:Meaning of the English Derivatives 
1. exc itement- stat e of being roused 
Ene;lish 
DerJ.vative 
excitement 
occupy 
laud 
material 
language 
Frankie Laine's appearance caused excitement. 
2 . occ upy- to t ake up 
What hobbies occupy your spare time? 
3. laud- to praise 
The committee will laud the chairman for his work . 
4 . mat erial- matter; substance--
Parachutes are made of nylon material. 
5. language- m~an~ of expression 
Spanish is an easy language to learn. 
Additional Derivatives 
1. exciting- that which rouses; stimulating 
The western movie was exciting. 
2. incite- to urge on; spur 
Special privileges incite students to study. 
3 . occupation- business; profession 
Choose an occupation that will interest you. 
4 . preoccupied- lost in thought; absorbed 
He was so preoccupied that he didn't hear the teacher. 
I 
I 5. laudatory- expressing praise 
---- The president expressed 
6. laudable- praiseworthy 
II his thanks in laudatory terms. jl 
7. 
8 . 
9 . 
10. 
---- General Eisenhower performed laudable tasks. 
i mmaterial- not imp ortant 
Vfuether she came or not was immaterial to him. 
materialize- to become a realized fact 
He worked to materialize his dreams. 
linguist- person skilled in languages ~ 
The linguist can speak seven languages. i 
linguistics- science of languages 
Linguistics is an interesting study. 
55 
TEST XIV 
I. Place after each derivative at the left the number of the 
word that best defines it. (5 points) 
a. language 
-----
1. substance 5. speech 
b. occupy 
-----
2. stimulation 6. like 
c. l aud 
-----
3 . agreement 7. take up 
d. material 
-----
4. praise 8. object 
e. excitement -----
II. Fill in the blanks v~th one of the additional derivatives 
listed below. (5 points) 
linguist- laudable- exciting- occupation- immaterial 
My ---------- as a ---------- in the foreign service 
was so ---------- that hard work was ---------- to me and 
the results I achieved were ---------- • 
Review 
1
III. The words at the left are English derivatives from Lessons 
I XII and llii. Write the letter of the word that means nearly the same. ( 5 points) 
·I 
(a) dangerous (b) winning (c) silent 
I 
(a) dignity 
(a) damage 
(a) paucity 
( (a) prize 
I 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
clearness (c) 
perjury (c) 
beauty (c) 
gif't (c) 
I Bonus Question - Optional 
I' IV. Do you believe that: Tempus fugi t? Explain why. 
J (2 points) 
chance 
sample 
truth 
selection 
~~~ -------------------------------------------------------
1' 
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LESSON XV 
Latin French S,Eanish Meaning 
1. patria la patrie la patria fatherland 
/ 2. defendo defendre defender defend 
3 . gloria la gloire la gloria glory 
4. numerus le nombre el nfu:n.ero number 
5. llbero liberer libertar free 
Meaning of the English Derivatives 
1. patriotic- inspired by love of country 
Paying taxes is a patriotic act. 
2. defend- protect; shield 
En~lish 
Der~vative 
patriotic 
defend 
glory 
number 
liberty 
If you know you are right, defend your ideas. 
3. glory- splendor; honor 
The sun set in all its glory. 
4. number- a nLrneral 
Do you believe that 13 is an unlucky number? 
5. liberty- freedom 
The Constitution guarantees liberty to Americans. 
Additional Derivatives 
1. ,Eatriotism- love of native land 1 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
He showed ,Eatriotism by buying u. s. Saving Bonds ; 
patriot- one who loves his native land 
Patrick Henry was a famous patriot. 
defense- that which protects 
Admiral Sherman wants to strengthen naval defense. 
defendant- one who answers in a legal action 
The defendant was being sued for ~~50, 000. 
glorious- gr and; magnif icent 
Ancient Rome was a glorious city. 
glorify- to bestow honor upon 
Future generations will glorify President Roosevelt. :1 
numerous- consisting of a great number 
Jose Iturbi had numerous requests to play 
innumerable- too many to be counted 
There are innumerable stars in the 
liberate- to set free 
ll 
the piano. il 
sky. 
ji 
Will the United States liberate China from Communism? 1 
liberator- one who sets free 
General MacArthur was the I liberator of the Philippines. [ 
5'7 
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TEST "l'i:V 
I. Place the letter of the correct answer in the blank on the 
left. (5 points) 
1.-------- If you are patriotic, do you- (a) complain 
(b) love your country (c) act foolishly? 
2.-------- If you enjoy liberty, do you- (a) live in 
freedom (b) have a good time (c) like sweets? 
3.-------- If you defend a person, do you- (a) insult him 
(b) protect him (c) annoy him? 
4.-------- If you give glory to someone, do you- (a) rob 
him (b) forget him (c) praise him? 
5.-------- If you choose a number, do you- (a) choose a 
tune (b) choose a dress (c) choose a numeral? 
II. Define the additional derivatives below from Lesson "l'i:V. 
(5 points) 
V!ord 
1. innumerable 
2. defense 
3. glorious 
4. patriotism 
5. liberate 
Definition 
1.-----------------------
<) 
~.-----------------------3.-----------------------4.-----------------------5.-----------------------
Review 
:/Iri. Use each of the derivatives below from Lessons XIII and XIV in a sentence of your own. (5 points) 
: 
1. penalize ------------------------------•----------. 
2. laudatory -----------------------------------------. 3. preoccupied-----------------------------------------. 
4. incite -----------------------------------------. 5. commemorate-----------------------------------------. 
Bonus Question - Optional 
IV. Rousseau believed: Vox populi (est) vox Dei. Vfuat was 
his belief? (2 points 
il 
il 
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J_,ESSON XVI 
Latin French SJ2anish Meanin~ 
En~lish 
Der1.va:Cive 
--1. perpetuus perpetual perpetuo constant perpetual 
2 . malus mala de malo bad malice 
3 . publicus public publico public pu,blic 
4 . sacer sacre sacro sacred sacred 
5. colonus le colon el colono settler colony 
MeaninB of the EnBlish Derivatives 
1. perpetual- continuing forever; endless 
The old house was cloaked in l2er:12etua1 gloom. 
2. malice- "bad feeling"; spite; ill-will 
Although she punished him, the boy felt no malice. 
3. public- for the people; common 
The ]2Ublic library has purchased many new books. 
4. sacred- set apart for religious use; hallowed 
.1 Massachusetts is noted for its "sacred" cod. 
;I 
1 5. colony- place where a group of settlers l1.ve 
:\ Massachusetts was once a colony of England. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Additional Derivatives 
I 1. l2erl2etuate-
i! 
to cause to last forever 
jJ 
,, 
'I 2. ]28r]2etuity-
P~ericans J28r]2etuate the memory of Lincoln. 
state of lasting forever 
Even the sun and stars do not have :12erpetuity. !i 
il 
\1 3. malicious- bad; spiteful 
:i Malicious rumors travel fast. 
!1' 4 . malaria- disease given by infected mosquitoes ll - Many soldiers contracted malaria in the tropics. 
I 
i 5. publicity- advertising; action to attract public attention 
The "Big Mo" received much ]2Ublicity lately. 
6. ]2Ublish- to make public; print 
The World Book Company will publish my new book. 
I' il 59 
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7. consecrate- to make sacred 
They gathered to consecrate the tomb of the Unknown 
ii 
II 
:! 
' 
' 
' ' 
s. sacrifice- to make an offering 
---- To improve my complexion I shall sacrifice sweets : 
9. colonial-
o. colonist-
pertaining to a colony 
There were no atomic bombs in colonial times. 
one who settles in a district 
Myles Standish was a Massachusetts colonist. 
i 
i 
II 
•i 
:I 
' 
!I 
I 
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TEST XVI 
I. Use each of the derivatives below in a sentence of your 
own. ( 5 points) 
1. perpetual-------------------------------------------. 
2. malice ------------------~------------------------. 
3. public ------~---------------------~--------------. 
4. sacred 
-------------------------------------------. 
I 5. colony -------------------------------------------. 
i 
I II. Use one of the additional derivatives from Lesson XVI to 
complete each of the sentences. (5 points) 
' I 
II 
!I 
I' 
iJ III. 
1.---------- South Americans _z_ the memory of Bolivar. 
2.---------- Don't spread _£_ stories about your enemies. 
3.---------- The _z_ campai gn made posters for the dance. 
4 .---------- I will _z_ my pride to admit I was wrong. 
5 Th Q h . th s th .~--------- ere are some -~- ouses 1n e ou • 
Review 
Indicate the correct me aning of the derivatives from 
Lessons XIV and XV by placing the number of the correct 
answer in the blank on the left. (5 points) 
a. exciting 
-----
1. protection 5. grand 
b. linguistics 
-----
2. set free 6. fancy 
c. glorious ----- 3. stimulating 7. weapons 
d. defense ----- 4. make large 8. languages 
e. liberate -----
Bonus Question - Optional 
\ IV. A lawyer knows what ex post facto means. Do you? 
1 ( 2 points) 
I• 
ll ---------------------------------------------------------
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LESSON XVII 
r .. atin French SJ2anish Meaning 
1. tardus tard tar do slow 
2. dubito douter dubar doubt 
3. miser miserable miserable unhappy 
4. exemplum l'exemple el ejemplo example 
5. poet a le poete el poeta poet 
Meaning of the English Derivatives 
1. tardy- late; slow 
Tardt pupils annoy the teachers. 
2. doubt- hesi ate; distrust 
En~lish 
Der~vative 
tardy 
doubt 
miserable 
example 
poet 
Do you doubt that the Red Sox will win the pennant? 
3. miserable- unhappy; causing pity 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Grandma feels miserable every time it rains. I 
4 . example- pattern 
Tom Sawyer was a good example of P~erican boyhood. I 
5. poet- imaginative writer or thinker 
John Masefield is the 12oet laureate of England . 
Additional Derivatives 
retard- make slow; delay 
---- Eating improper foods will retard your growth. 
tardiness- state of being late 
---- Some people believe tardiness is sophisticated. 
dubious- doubtful 
I was dubious about the outcome of the ball game. 
indubitably- without a doubt 
- "Indubitably" is Jimmy Durante's expression. 
miser- one who hoards his money 
The miser Scrooge is one of Dickens's characters. 
misery- unhappiness; distress . 
"Misery loves company" is a true saying. 
exemJ2lary- setting a pattern; deserving imitation 
Washington exerted exem121ary courage at Valley Forge 
exemplify- to illustrate by a sample I 
My two brothers exemplify American teen-agers. I 
. I 
poetry- thoughts expressed in rhythm 
Which do you prefer to read, poetry or prose? 
poetical- rhythmical; suitable for a poet 
We have read the poetical works of Longfellow. 
II 
il 
I 
I 
6_i 
I 
li 
I! 
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TEST XVII 
I. Define the English derivatives below. (5 points) 
II • 
III. 
Word Definition 
1. doubt 1.------------------------------
2. example 2.------------------------------
3. poet 3.------------------------------
4. tardy 4.------------------------------
5. miserable 5.------------------------------
In the blank on the left write one of the additional 
derivatives from Lesson XVII to answer each of the 
following questions. (5 points) 
1.--------- If you are l ate, what are you? 
2.--------- If you are doubtful, what are you? 
3.--------- If you hoard your money, what are you? 
4.--------- \\That kind of conduct is good to follow? 
5.--------- What kind of literature did Longfellow write? 
Review 
The words below are additional derivatives from Lessons 
XV and XVI. Write the letter of the correct synonym for 
each one in the blank on the left. ( 5 points') 
1.---- glorious (a) cautious (b) grand ( c ) free 
2.---- malicious (a) bad (b) just (c) big 
3.---- publish (a) announce (b) print (c) delay 4.---- consecrate (a) make new (b) regain (c) make sacred 5.---- liberate (a) defend (b) punish ( c } set free 
Bonus Question - Optional 
I V. If I tell you that Boston University is my alma mater, 
what do I mean? (2 points} 
---- --- :·-_--- ---;:----:-:::;· ~-- -.:..-
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LESSON XVIII 
I Latin French Spanish Meaning 
En~lish 
Der~vative 
II 
-1. primus premier primero first primary 
2. traho trainer tirar drag contract 
3. dice dire decir say dictate 
4. modus la maniere el modo manner model 
5. plico plier plegar fold apply 
Meanins of the Enslish Derivatives 
1. primary- first in importance; principal 
Did you vote in the primary election? 
2. contract.- that which "draws toge~her" two or more people 
Watch for the small print on a contractt 
3. dictate- to say; command 
,I 
4 
d 
1 
Nttapoleon wan
1
ted to dictate to the people of France. 
, • mo e - pa ern; samp e 
I
I Have you seen the model for the new school building? 
I 5. apply- use; employ 1 You can apply your knowledge of Latin to English. 
Additional Derivatives 
1. primitive- pertaining to early times; first 
Primitive men were strong without eating v~eatie • 
2. prima donna- "First" or principal female opera singer 
Margaret Truman hopes to be a prima donna. 
3. tractor- that which draws 
The tractor moved swiftly over the black loam. 
4. subtract- take away; withdraw 
---- If you subtract two from five, the answer is thre • 
5. diction- manner of verbal expression 
--- Ronald Colman has perfect diction. 
6. contradict- "say against"; oppose 
--- If you must contradict, be polite. 
7. moderate- kept within bounds; limited 
--- The United States has a moderate climate. 
s. mode- manner of doing something; fashion 
--- The English ~ of living is similar to ours. 
9. application- attention; exertion I 
63 
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His ap~lication to his school work was poor. 
10. pliable- easily ben ; workable 
Some woods are more pliable than others. 
II 
;: 
;i 
d 
---- -·=:...· ·=- -==~~== 
TEST XVIII 
I. In the blank on the left answer the following questions 
with Yes or No. (5 points) 
1.----- Should you apply yourself in school? 
2.----- Do you like people to dictate to you? 
3.----- Is it legal to break a signed contract? 
4.----- Does the governor hold the primary position in 
state? 
5.----- Is a small replica a model? 
;! II. Fill in the blanks with one of the English derivatives 
;: from Lesson XVIII listed, below. ( 5 points) 
.! 
! 
·' ![ 
iJ application- diction- moderate- prima donna- mode 
Although her voice was only of ---------- quality, 
r j 
the ; 
her ---------- was so good and her ---------- of ----------, 
" I 
.! 
I 
i 
I ~ 
!, 
•, 
so strict, that she became a ------------. 
Review 
i: III. The additional derivatives below are from Lessons XVI and 
1; XVII. In the blank on the left write the number of the 
11 word that best defines each one. (5 points} 
a. colonist 
-----
1. illustrate 5. rejoice 
il b. exemplify ----- 2. settler 6. distress 
·' 
•: 
c. malaria 
-----
3. glee 7. chapter 
d. misery 
-----
4. disease s. delay 
e. retard 
-----
Bonus Question - Optional 
IV. Pater Noster is the Latin title of what well-known prayer? 
(2 points) 
- --- ---- -~:.- -- --:---=---~-=-----=---:.-__ -:- --:-- ~ -:_--- -.-.- --
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LESSON XIX 
•! En~lish 
Latin French SJ2anish Meaning Der~vative 
1. certus certain cierto certain certain 
~: 2. timid us timide timido timid timid 
3. cede ceder ceder yield secede 
i 4 . rex la loi la ley law legal 
5. mater ..... la madre mother matron la mere 
Meaning of the English Derivatives I 
1. certain- positive; sure II 
I am certain that the play will be a success. 
2. timid- shy; fearful I 
The little boy was too timid to ask for more candy • 
.. 3. secede- to withdraw from a political or religious body j1 
The Southern states wanted to secede from the union. 
4. legal- according to law; lawful 1 
Some legal documents are difficult to understand. i 
5. matron- mother; married woman 
This dress will please any plump matron. I 
Additional Derivatives 
1
: 1. certificate- legal declaration 
A diploma is a certificate of achievement. !i 2. ascertain- make certain or s_u_r_e....;; _______ _ 
1 nJrSCertain the truth of your statement," the lawyer said. 
ii 
II 
il 
il intimidate- to make afraid; terrify il 
Is Russia trying to intimidate the United States? I 
timorous- afraid of danger 
--- On the first day of school the students were timorous. 
,: 
!I 
'· 
5. ante~ant- that which goes before 
Every pronoun has an antecedant. 
6. precedent- that which goes before to serve as an 
--- Henry Ford set a :12recedent for his sons 
~' 7. loyal- faithful 
makes laws 
example 
to follow. 
•' I am a loyal Red Sox fan. 
,_ s. ~islature- body of persons who 
The legislature met to discuss a new law. 
9. maternal- motherly 
The teacher had a maternal interest in the boy. 
10. matricide- murder of a mother by her child 
---- The boy was imprisoned for matricide. 
--------
- - --···-- --
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TEST XIX 
I. Use the derivatives below in a sentence of your own. 
{ 5 points) 
1. matron ---------------------------------------------. 
2. certain---------------------------------------------. 
3. secede ---------------------------------------------. 
4. legal ---------------------------------------------. 
5. timid ---------------------------------------------. 
II. Vfri te the letter of the correct answer in the blank on 
the left. (5 points) 
1.-------- To ascertain means- (a) to reply (b) to make 
certain (c) to make pleasant. 
2.-------- Loyal means- (a) faithful (b) clear (c) eager. 
3.-------- Maternal means- (a) pleasant (q) smart (c) 
motherly. 
4.-------- Timorous means- (a) curious (b) fearful (c) 
plastic. 
5.-------- Certificate means- (a) document (b) address 
(c) report. 
Review 
Define the additional derivatives below from Lessons XVII 
and XVIII. (5 points) 
Word 
-
1. dubious 
2. tardiness 
3. subtract 
4. mode 
Definition 
l.-------------------------------2.-------------------------------3.-------------------------------4.-------------------------------5. indubitably 5.-------------------------------
Bonus Question - Optional 
r· 
===:!l=r 
This is 1950 A.D. What does A.D. mean? (2 points) 
---------------------------------------------------------
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LESSON :XX 
Latin French S£anish Meanin~ 
pater 
cor 
' el padre, le pere father 
le coeur el corazon heart 
mors la mort la muerte death 
colo cultiver cultivar cultivate 
sol us seul solo alone 
Meaning of the English Derivatives 
patron- supporter 
English 
Deriva=Eive 
patron 
cordial 
mortal 
agriculture 
solitary 
Richelieu was a Eatron of the arts in France. 
cordial- "from the hear t"; warm; sincere 
His greeting was warm and cordial. 
mortal- able to die; human 
The goddess fell in love with a mortal man. 
agriculture- art of tilling the soil; farm1ng 
The farmer was interested in scientific agriculture. 
solitary- being by one's self; alone 
I took a solitary wal k along the beach. 
Additional Derivatives 
Eaternal- fatherly 
The boy had a paternal interest in his young brother. 
patricide- murder of a father by his child 
The boy was acquitted of the charge of patricide. 
core- heart; central part 
--- Detroit is the core of the automobile industry. 
discord- difference; disagreement 
--- To have world peace, we must eliminate dis.cord. 
immortal- not capable of death; eternal 
--- The pagans thought Jupiter was immortal. 
mortality- rate of deaths 
--- Reckless driving increases the mortality rate. 
cultivate- to civilize; refine 
Try to cultivate a pleasant speaking voice. 
culture- act of improv1ng by education and discipline 
-- Vle have inherited many aspects of Roman culture. 
solitaire- card game which can be played alone 
--- Many insomnia victims like to play solitaire. 
I 
I 
li 
soloist- one who sings alone I' 
67 
The soloist sang "My Heron. 1 
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TEST :XX 
I. Write the number of the correct definition of the deriv-
atives in the blank on the left. (5 points) 
a. agriculture 
-----
1. difficult 5. human 
b. patron 
-----
2. supporter 6. sharp 
c. mortal 
-----
3. lesson ?. alone 
d. cordial 
-----
4. warm 8. farming 
e. solitary 
-----
II. Use one of the additional derivatives from Lesson XX to 
complete each of the following sentences. Write your 
answer in the blank on the left. (5 points) 
1.---------- The killing of one's father is called _1_ • 
? . . 2.---------- Russia creates --- 1.n the United Nations. 
3.---------- No human being • ? ~s -.:.- • 
4.---------- Mus.ic is one aspect of our ? 
--- . 
5.---------- If you like cards, you probably like ? 
--- . 
[II. Use the additional derivatives below from Lessons XVIII 
1 and XIX in a sentenc·e of your own. ( 5 points) 
1. intimidate~-----------------------------------------. 
2. precedent ------------------------------------------. 
3. contradict------------------------------------------. 
4. pliable --------------------------------------~---. 
5. maternal ------------------------------------------. 
Bonus Question - Optional 
rv. If you read detective stories, you have probably read the 
words habeas corpus. Do you Rnow what they mean? 
I 
I 
~-
\1 
I 
I, 
(2 points) 
---------------------------------------------------------
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LESSON XX: I 
Latin French Spanish Meaning 
En~lish 
Der1.vative 
1. scio sa voir saber know science 
2. sedeo s'asseoir sen tar sit session 
3. similis simi1aire semejante similar similar 
4. pars 1a partie la parte part separate 
5. centum cent ciento hundred century 
Meanin~ of the En~lish Derivatives 
1. science- knowledge of principles or facts 
Lavoisier was a pioneer in the field of science. 
2. session- "sitting" of a court, council or legislature 
Congress is now in session. 
3. similar- having a general likeness 
The twins were similar only in appearance. 
4. century- period of a hundred years 
We are living in the twentieth century. 
5. separate- divide; part 
It was pathetic to separate the colt from his mother. 
Additional Derivatives 
1. scientific- pertaining to science 
The atom bomb is a scientific discovery. 
2. omniscient- having universal knowledge 
--- Einstein seems omniscient in the field of science. 
3. sedentary- characterized by or requiring much sitting 
---- Energetic people dislike a sedentary position. 
4. sediment- that which settles to the bottom from a liquid 
---- The sediment in the vinegar is getting thicker. 
5. assimilate- absorb; incorporate into itself 
Good digestive organs assimilate food properly. 
6. similarity- likeness 
The similarity between the papers was amazing. 
7. department- part; subdivision 
The men's department of the store was enlarged. 
e. partition- wall dividing two rooms 
The carpentars tore down the partition. 
l1o. 
,\ 
9. centennial- a one hundredth anniversary or celebration 
----California observed its centennial celebration in 1950. 
centipede- small animal with "a hundred feet" 
---- The centipede can be a dangerous animal. 
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TEST :X:X:I 
I. Indicate the correct meaning of the derivatives by writing 
the letter of the correct meaning in · the blank on the left~ (5 points) 
1.---- session (a) admission (b) permission ( c ) sitting 2.---- similar (a) true (b) like ( c ) clear 3.---- century (a) hundred years (b) one year ( c ) ten year ~ 4.---- separat.e (a) divide (b) arrange (c) plant 5.---- science (a) scheme (b) knowledge (c) 
II. Answer True or False to the following statements. 
(5 points} 
1.----- Omniscient means ignorant. 
2.----- Similarity means versatility. 
3.----- A centipede is a bird. 
4.----- A department is a section. 
5.----- A sediment is a solution. 
Review 
language 
III. Define the additional derivatives below from Lessons XIX 
and XX. (5 points) 
\Nord Definition 
1. legislature 1.------------------------
2. immortal 2.------------------------
3. matricide 3.------------------------
4. core 4.------------------------
5. soloist 5.------------------------
Bonus Question - Optional 
I 
IV. If a hostess held a post mortem after her party, what did 
L she do? (2 points) ---------------------------------------------------------
II 
-=r-----
1. I! 
II 
II 
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LESSON XXII 
Latin French S;2anish Meaning 
Enflish 
Der-vative 
1. - "' . regir rego reg1r rule regular 
2. re~ipio recevoir recebir receive receive 
3. credo croire creer believe credit 
4. manus la main la mano hand manual 
1Lix . ... 5. la lun11ere la luz light lucid 
Meaning of the English Derivatives 
1. regular- following a rule 
I attended the regular meeting of the P. T. A. 
2. receive- take that which is offered 
Did you receive many birthday gifts? 
3. credit- trust; honor 
Most business today is done on the credit basis. 
4. manual- made or operated by the hands 
Have you ever taken a manual training course? 
5 . lucid- clear; easily understood 
Mru(e your explanation of the problem lucid. 
1. regal-
2. ~ign-
Additional Derivatives 
suitable to a king; stately 
Ermine is a regal fur. 
time during which a king rules 
The people starved during the reign 
3 . reception- ceremony of receiving guests 
of Louis XVI. 
. The reception for Governor Dever was impressive. 
4. receipt- acknowledgement 
- "Your check stub is . your receipt," the clerk replied. 
!I 
I' 5. credible- worthy of being believed 
---- The stories of flying saucers are hardly credible. ! 
6. credentials- papers g iving authority to 
---.- The· census taker presented 
I 
a person 
1 his credentials. 
7. manicure- care of the hands and nails 
Did you have a manicure at the beauty parlor? 
8. manufacture- making of materials by hand or machinery 
---- Lowell is prominent in the manufacture of cotton. 
translucent- semi-transparent 
---The architect's plans called for translucent glass. 
lucent- shining; bright Jl 
- Lucent discs were installed along the highway. i 
l II 
'I 
il 
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TEST XXII 
I. Place the letter of the correct answer in the blank on 
the left. (5 points) 
1.-------- If you buy on credit, do you- (a) pay cash 
(b) buy on time (c) barter? 
2.-------- If you receive a compliment, do you- (a) become 
angry (b) suffer embarrassment (c) express 
thanks? 
3.-------- If you like manual work, do you- (a) work with 
your hands (b) study the stars (c) paint 
pictures? 
4.-------:-- If you are a regular attendant at the theater, 
do you go- (a) once in a while (b) never (c) 
often? 
5.--------. If you give a lucid demonstration, do you give 
it- (a) dully (b) clearly (c) concisely? 
II. Use the additional derivatives below from Lesson XXII in 
a sentence of your own. (5 points) 
1. credible ------------------------------------------. 
2. receipt ------------------------------------------. 
3. manufacture------------------------------------------. 
4. manicure ------------------------------------------. 
5. reign ------------------------------------------. 
Review 
, III. The words below are English derivatives from Lessons XX 
and XXI. In the blank on the left write the letter of 
the correct synonym for each one. (5 points) 
1.---- soloist (a) hermit (b) singer ( c ) desire 2.---- core (a) seed (b) heart (c) care 3.---- sedentary (a) pleasant (b) stationary (c) sitting 4.---- department (a) section (b) store ( c ) state 5.---- similarity (a) dignity (b) regularity (c) likeness 
Bonus Q.uestion - Optional 
IV. The Marines live up to their motto: Semper fidelis. 
Explain what it means. (2 points) 
II 
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LESSON :XXIII 
Latin French English Spanish Meaning Derivative 
1. scrlbo ,. . escribir write describe ,, ecrJ.re 
II 2. monstro montrer mostrar point out demonstration 
I. 3. iungo joindre juntar · join join 4. iuro jurer jurar swear jury 
5. lego lire leer read legend 
Meaning of the English Derivatives 
1. describe- represent by words 
! Can you describe the beauty of a sunset? 
/ 2. demonstration- showing ; exhibition 
3. join- associate one self's with I
I The salesman gave us a demonstration. 
1 
Many youngsters join the Boy Scouts. 
4. jury- group sworn to give a verdict 
I The ~ found the defendant guilty of murder. I 5. legend- story coming down from the past 
1 Have you read The Legend of Sleepy Hollow? 
1. 
ll 2. 
I· 
3 . 
4. 
II 
5. 
II 6. I 
1-
,, 
7. 
'J 
,, s. 
II 
9. 
10. 
I 
Additional Derivatives 
subscription- promise in writing to take something 
Did you renew your subscription to Holiday? 
scribble- write hastily or carelessly 
---- Many students scribble their names on a paper. 
demonstrate- exhibit as proof or example 
Can you demonstrate a swan dive? 
I demonstrative- displaying feeling or sentiment 
The child was demonstrative toward his mother. I 
jgnction- place or point of meeting I 
Tommy Dorsey has a good record of Tuxedo Junction ' 
conl!ID.ction- word which joins clauses, phrases, or words il 
Does a compound sentence contain a conjunction? 
juror- member of a jury 
Have you ever served as a juror? 
perjury- violation of an oath or law 
The witness was fined for perjury. 
legible- capable of being read 
Are hieroglyphics legible to you? 
legendary- pertaining to a story; f abulous 
Cinderella is a legendary figure. 
I 
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II TEST :XXIII 
I. Write the number of the correct definition of the 
derivatives in the blank on the left. (5 points) 
a. describe 
-----
1. relieve 5. story 
b. demonstration 
-----
2. explain 6. c.ross 
c. join 
-----
3. sworn group 7. unite 
d. jury 
-----
4. pleasure s. showing 
e. legend 
-----
·\ II. Define the additional derivatives below from Lesson XXIII. 
(5 points) 
Word Definition 
1. junction 1.----------------------
2. legendary 2.----------------------
3. perjury 3.----------------------
4. legible 4.----------------------
5. subscription 5.----------------------
Review 
III. Answer True or False to the following statements. The 
first underlined words are additional derivatives from 
Lessons XXI and XX:II • .(5 points} 
1.----- Sedentary means fun-loving. 
2.----- Credible means believing. 
3.----- Similarity means likeness. 
4.----- Regal means careful. 
5.----- Translucent means opaque. 
Bonus Question - Optional 
I IV. Whywas the name Vesta chosen for a battery? (2 points) 
li 
I! 
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LESSON XXIV 
Latin French Spanish Meaning 
1. ligo_ 
2. man do 
3. patior 
lier ligar bind 
mander man dar order 
"t· padecer suffer pa 1r 
4. pendo peser pesar weigh 
5. rurnpo rom pre romper break 
Meaning of the English Derivatives 
1. religion- Christian faith and practice 
En~lish 
Der1vative 
religion 
command 
passion 
pension 
interrupt 
Freedom of religion is guaranteed to Americans. 
2. command- order; dictate 
The general will command his troops to attack. 
3. passion- suffering; intense emotion · 
Since childhood she has had a passion for acting . 
4. pension- money paid to a retired person 
Teachers receive a pension when they retire. 
5. interrupt- break into 
It is not polite to interrupt a conversa tion. 
Additional Derivatives 
1. ligament- band of tissues serving to connect 
- When he fell, he tore the ligament 
parts 
in his knee. 
I 
I 
II 2. obligation- duty; indebtedness 
President Truman has an 
3. mandatory- obligatory; necessary 
---- It is mandatory that Ted 
commander- one who orders; le ader 
obligation to the peopl 
1
• 
I 4. 
Williams curb his temper. 'I -
and navy? 11 ----Vfuo is the commander-in-chief of the army 
5. pathetic-
6. sympathy-
moving the emotions to pity or grief 
War orphans are pathetic. 
pity; condolence 
Sympathy is needed in time of sorrow. 
7. pendant- something which hangs, as an ornament 
She wore a diamond Blndant and earrings. 
8 . ponderous- heavy; bulky; wei ty 
"Vanity Fair" is a. ponderous volume. 
9. abrupt- rough; curt; brusque 
The ending of 0. Henry's stories is abrupt. 
10. rupture- sta te of being broken apart 
A rupture exists between Tito and Stalin. 
i 
I 
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TEST XXIV 
I. use the derivatives below in a lively sentence of your 
own~ (5 points) 
1. religion ------------------------------------------. 
2 . command ------------------------------------------. 
3. passion ------------------------------------------. 
4. pension ------------------------------------------. 
5. interrupt--------------~---------------------------. 
II. Write the letter of the correct answer in the blank on the 
left. (5 points) 
1.----- Obligation means (a) position'(b) duty (c) scent. 
2.----- Abrupt means (a) curt (b) keen (c) fierce. 
3.----- S4~pathy refers to (a) flower (b) part (c) pity. 
4.----- Mandatory means (a) positive (b) necessary (c) neat 
5.----- Ponderous means (a) dull (b) fascinating (c) heavy. 
Review 
·III. The words below are English derivatives from Lessons XXII 
and XXIII. In the blank on the left write the letter of 
t he correct synonym for each one. (5 points) 
1: 
:I 
,, 
il I; 
'I 
,t 
i 
I 
, IV. 
,I 
I 
I' 
1.---- reception (a) vac ation (b) leisure (c) ceremony 2.---- legible (a) readable (b) clear (c) hasty 3.---- demonstrate (a) provide (b) show (c) discard 
4.-..:..-- reign (a) rule (b) king ( c ) shack 5.---- per jury (a) kindness (b) belief ( c ) violation 
Bonus Question - Optional 
A lawyer knows what iJ2SO facto means. Do you? (2 points) 
---------------------------------------------------------
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1. sequel- that which follows; continuation 
Watch for the next Roy Rogers sequel. 
2. inspire- infuse into the mind 
The beauties of nature inspire many poets. 
3. versatile- turning with ease from one thing to another I 
Versatile Varieties is a popular television show. 
4. convict- one under sentence for a serious crime \ 
The convict was unsuccessful in his "prison break". 
5. torture- inflict serious pains 1 
His feelings of inferiority torture him. I 
I Additional Derivatives 
I 1. pursue- follow with the hope of overtaking Have you ever seen a dog pursue a cat? 
2. consecutive- following in regular order 
3. inspiration-
4. respiration-
1, 2, 3, are consecutive numbers. 
stimulation of emotions or intellect 
The Muses are the goddesses of inspiration. 
act of breathing 
Respiration supplies the blood with oxygen. 
5. convert- person who changes from one belief to another 
---- Clare Boothe Luce is a convert to the Catholic 
convertible- that which can be changed or turned 
---- I should like to own a Buick convertible. 
?. convince- overcome and persuade by argument 
I Never try to convince an angry person. 8. invincible- incapable of be~ng conquered 
In the ring .Toe Louis seems invincible. 
9. torment- extreme pain; suffering 
faitti. 
I 
I suffered mental torment during the examination. 
10. con~tionist- one who t wists his body into unnatural 
1 
I positions 
The contortionist rolled himself into a ball ~ -=== 
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TEST XXV 
I. Vfrite the letter of the correct answer in the blank on the 
left. (5 points) 
1.----·-
2.-----
3.-----
4.-----
5.-----
If you read a sefuel to a story, do you- (a) read 
the next part (b re~d the introduction (c) read 
the last paragraph first? 
If good grades in school inspire you, do you-
(a) study much (b) leave school (c) take part in 
sports? 
If you are versatile, can you- (a) build a boat 
(b) run a mile (c) do many things? 
If you were a convict, would you be- (a) in school 
(b) in prison (c) at home? 
If you suffer tortpre, do you- (a) cheat (b) tell 
a lie (c) suffer pain? 
II. Define the additional derivatives below from Lesson XXV. 
(5 points) 
Word 
1. invincible 
2. inspiration 
3. pur sue 
4 . convertible 
5. torment 
Definition 
1.--------------------------2.--------------------------3.--------------------------4.--------------------------5.--------------------------
Review 
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I III. Use the additional derivatives below from Lessons XXIII 
and XXIV in a lively sentence of your own. (5 points) I 
II 
Ji 
II [I. 
1: 
I, 
II 
lj 
I 
II IV. 
1. conjunction-----------------------------------------. 
2. juror -----------------------------------------. 
3. corrrmander -----------------------------------------. 
4. ligament -----------------------------------------. 
5. pendant -----------------------------------------. 
Bonus ~uestion - Optional 
The motto of the state of New York is Excelsior. ~~at 
does it mean? (2 points) 
------------------------------------------------------~============~======= 
I 
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Bonus Question - Optional 
In the bonus questions in Lessons I-XXV you have 
translated the Latin phrases into English. Now 
see if you can translate English words into Latin. 
(50 points) 
I. Give the meaning by derivation of each of the English 
words. (20 points) 
Sample: revive- to bring to life again 
1. infraction------------------~----------------------
2. millenium -----------------------------------------
3. adapted -----------------------------------------
4. pompous -----------------------------------------
5. agrarian -----------------------------------------
6. ultimatum -----------------------------------------7. effiminate-----------------------------------------
8. appetite -----------------------------------------
9. humility -----------------------------------------
10. urbane -----------------------------------------
II. Give the Latin word from which we get the following 
derivatives. (20 points) 
Sample: mission- mitto 
1. ascension ---------------------------------------
2. infallible ---------------------------------------
3. superimpose ---------------------------------------
4. emigrant ---------------------------------~-----
5. tangent ---------------------------------------
6. exercise ---------------------------------------7. ostentatious---------------------------------------
8. sufficient ---------------------------------------
9. immigrant ---------------------------------------
10. approximate ---------------------------------------
III. Write the Latin phrase of which these English ex-
pressions are translations. (10 points) 
Sample: among other things- inter alia 
1. in good faith ---------------------------------
2. time flies ---------------------------------3. slip of the tongue---------------------------------
4. in the same place ---------------------------------
5. tit for tat - --------------------------------
·r 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The purpose of this study has been to provide mean-
ingful experiences to enrich and improve the English vo-
cabulary of students in the foreign language classes of 
a senior high school. Since the exercises have never 
been used for teaching purposes, several suggestions for 
further research evolve. 
1. An experiment to evaluate the effectiveness 
of the exercises to enrich and improve English 
vocabulary by teaching them in the foreign 
language classes of a senior high school. 
2. A study to provide additional exercises on 
Latin derivatives not included in this study. 
3. A study to discover the Latin prefixes, roots 
and suffixes most commonly found in English 
words. 
4. .An experiment to examine the students' knowl-
edge o~ the Latin, French and Spanish words 
contained in the lessons to determine if there 
was an improvement in foreign language vo-
cabulary without direct instruction. 
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,j 5. A study to determine the effectiveness of the 
'\ teaching of English vocabulary in the foreign 
I language classes by the direct method versus 
II the indirect method. This experiment could 
,I 1 run for five weeks, during which two equated 
!I 
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I 
groups, having been given one form of a stan-
dardized test of English vocabulary, would be 
taught the same foreign language material and 
vocabulary. The first group would have n·o 
direct instruction, and the second group would 
be given specific lessons in Latin derivatives. 
At the end of the five week period another form 
of the standardized test of English vocabulary 
could be given and the scores of the two groups 
compared. 
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APPENDIX 
MASTERY LIST 
En~Jjsh Latjn French Spanish 
1. abrupt rumpo rompre romper 
2. abundant unda on de onda 
3. accusation accuso accuser acusar 
4. accuse accuse accuser acusar 
5. accuser accuse accuser acusar 
6. acquiesce q~ies quietude quietud 
7. advocate vox voix voz 
8. agriculture colo cultiver cultivar 
9. amateur amo aimer amar 
10. amatory am6 aimer amar 
11. amiable amo aimer amar I 
12. animate animus " ., ·I ame animo 
113. announce nuntio annoncer anunciar 
I· 14. annual / ann us -an ano 
! 15. annuity '· ann us -an a no 
16. annul null us n9-1 ninguno 
17. antecedant cede ceder ceder II 
18. application plico plier plegar I I 
19. apply plica plier plegar 
20. approbation probo )lprouver pro bar 
21. approve probo eprouver pro bar I 
22. aqueduct aqua eau agua II 
1 23. aquamarine '+- aqua eau agua i 
I 24. ·aquarium aqua eau agua I 125. armaments arm a arme armas 
I I 
.1 26. arms arm a arme armas I 
11 27. ascertain certus certain cierto 
I I 28. assimilate similis similaire semejante 29. bonanza bonus bon bueno 
30. bonbon bonus bon bueno 
31. bonus bonus bon bueno 
32. centennial centum cent ciento 
33. centipede , centum cent ciento 
34. century centum cent ciento 
35. certain certus certain cierto 
36. certificate certus certain cierto 
37. clarify clarus clair claro 
38. clarity clarus cl~ir claro 
39. cognate :K nascor na1tre nacer 
40. colonial . colon us colon colono 
41. colonist col onus colon colono 
42. colony col onus colon colono 
43. command man do mander man dar 
144. commander man do mander man dar memoria .... . memoria 45. commemorate memo1re 
---====------===-=-
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English Latin French Spanish 
-95. depression premo _vresser prensar 
- -96. describe scribo ecrire escribir 
97. detention teneo tenir tener 
98. dictate dice dire decir 
99. diction dico dire decir 
100. disarm arm a arme armas/ 
101. discord cor coeur corazon 
102. divide divido diviser divisar 
103. dividend divide diviser divisar 
i04. donate dono donner ·dar 
105. donation dono donner dar 
106. donor dono donner dar 
·107. dormant dormio dormir dormir 
jl08. dormer · dormio dormir dormir 
1109. dormitory dormio dormir dormir !I 110. doubt dubito douter dubar I ,, 
.111. dubious dubito douter dubar n ,, 
112. equal aequus ~gal igual I I 
113. equanimity aequus egal igual I' / 114. equator aequus egal igual 
115. example exempJ:um exemple ejemplo 
1116. excitement incito inciter incita.r 
117. exciting inc ito inciter incita.r 
1118. exemplary exemplum example ejemplo 
,1 119. exemplify e!emplum example ejemplo 
1120. expedite x pes 
-
pied pie 
.121. express prem£ presser prensar 
1122. expression premo presser prensar 
,123. familiar familia famille familia 
'124. family familia famille familia 
125. finish finis fin fin 
126. finite "' finis fin fin 
127. formal forma forme forma 
1128. formative' forma forme forma 
129. fortunate fortuna fortune fortuna 
,130. fortune fortuna fortune fortuna 
131. fugitive fugio fuir fugarse i I 
132. glorify gloria .gloire gloria 
II 133. glorious gloria gloire gloria 
1134. glory gloria gloire gloria 135. habitat habito habiter habitar I 1136. habitation habito habiter habitar 
137. ignominious nomen nom nombre I 138. immaterl,al materia matS'riel materia 
I 139. immortal mors mort ;!J.Uerte 
140. inanimate animus 1\, 
I 
ame anllllo 
141. incite incite inciter incitar 
142. indebted debeo devoir deber 
1143. indebtedness debe a devoir deber 
I 144. indivisible divido diviser divisar 
---
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English Latin French Spanish 
I 
I 145. indubitably dubito douter dubar 
IJ 146. infinite finis fin fin 
I' 
147. information forma forme forma 
148 • inhabit hab;bto habiter habitar 
. I 149. injure iniuria injure injusticia I 
'I 150. injury iniuria injure injusticia 151. injustice iniuria injure i!}justicia I 
I 152. innumerable numerus nombre numero 153. insignia signum signe signo 
154. inspiration T" - respirer respirar spJ.ro 
155. inspire .§piro Eespirer respirar 
156. insular insula /, J.le J.nsula 
157. interrupt rumpo rompre romper 
I 
158. intimidate timid us timide t1mido 
159. inundate unda on de onda 
,I 
-160. invincible vinco xaincre veneer 
161. island insula ile 1nsula 
I 162. join iungo joindre juntar 163. junction iungo joindre juntar 
I 164. junior iuventus jeunesse juventud - -165. juror iuro jurer jurar 
I 166. jury iuro jurer jurar 
I 167. juvenile iuventus jeunesse juventud 
j, 
168. language ling!:!_ a langue lengua 
169. laud laudo louer loar 
170. laudable laude louer loar 
I' 171. laudatory laude louer loar ,,
172. legal lex loi ley 
I 173. legend lege lire leer 174. legendary lego lire leer 
I 
175. legible 1~go lire leer 
176. legislature lex loi ley 
I 
177. liberate llbero lib-erer libertar 
178. liberator 1ibero lib-erer libertar. 
179. liberty libero liberer libertar 
180. ligament ligO lier ligar 
181. linguist 'f.. lingua langue lengua · 
182. linguistics ~ lingua langue lengua 
183. literal littera lettre letra 
I' 
184. literary littera lettre letra 
185. literature littera lettre letra 
186. loyal lex loi ley ,, 
187 . lucent l. lUx luroiere luz 
188. lucid lux lumiere luz 
189. malaria malus mala de malo 
190. malice malus mala de malo 
191. malicious malus mala de malo 
192. mandatory man do mander mandar 
193. manicure manus main mano 
194. manual manus main mano 
1: 
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English Latin French Spanish .I 
II ji 195. manufacture manus main mano iJ 
II 
196. material materia materiel materia 
197. materialize materia materiel materia 
I 198. maternal mater m~re madre 199. matricide· mater .... madre 
I 
mere 
200. matron ., mater ... madre mere 
201. mediator :..:... medius (du) milieu medio 
202. mediocre medius (du) milieu medio 
203. medium medius (5Lu) milieu medio 
204. memorial memoria memo ire memoria 
205 • . memory memoria , . . memoria memo~re 
206. miser miser miserable miserable 
207. miserable miser miserable miserable 
208. misery miser miserable miserable 
209. mode modus maniere modo 
210. model modus maniel-e modo 
I 211. moderate modus manie-re modo 212. mortal mors mort muerte 
213. mortality mors mort muerte 
I 214. movement moveo moklvoir mover 215. nascent ' nascor na~tre nacer 
216. navigable navigo naviguer nave gar 1: 217. navigate navigo naviguer nave gar I' 
218. navigator - . - naviguer nav~go nave gar 
I 219. nominal nomen nom nombre I, 220. noun nomen nom nombre ,, 
'I 221. novel nov us nouveau ri.uevo 
I! 222. novelty nov us nouveau nuevo 
,I 223. novice nov us nouveau nuevo 
I 224-. null null us nul ninguno 
II 225. nullify null us nul n_3,nguno 
I 
226. number numerus nombre numero 
227. nombre 
,., 
numerous numerus numero 
I 228. nuncio nuntio annoncer anunciar 229. obligation ligo lier ligar 
230. occupation occupo occuper ocupar 
231. occupy occ~o occuper ocupar II 
I 232. omniscient 'i.. scio sa voir saber I, q 233. pacific - paix !I p~ 
paz I 
., 234. pacifism ·' p~ paix paz 
I 235. pacify pax paix paz II 236. partition pars partie parte 
!\ 237. passion patior p~tir padecer 
I! 
238. paternal pater pere padre 
239. pathetic patior p~tir padecer 
I .. 
.I 
240. patricide pater pere padre 
241. patriot patria patrie patria 
II 242. patriotic patria patrie patria 243. patriotism patria patrie patria 
244. patron pater ' padre 
r 
pere 
--_I 
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English Latin French Spanish ,, 
I' - I 245. pedal p~s pied pie II 246. pedestrian pes pied pie I I 
I! 247. penal poena peine pena I j, 
,, 248. penalize poena peine pen a 
I 249. penalty poena peine pen a 
250. pendant :Qendo J,<eser ,;pesar 
251. peninsula insula ile insula 
252. pension pendo peser pesar 
253. perennial -ann us an ano 
254. perjury iliro jurer jurar 
255. perpetual perpetuus perpetuel perpetuo / 256. perpetuate perpetuus perpetuel perpetuo 
257. perpetuity perpetuus perpetual perpetuo 
258. pliable pl!co pl~er plegar 
259. poet poet a poxte poet a 
poeta ' 260. poetical poete poet a I I 
261. poetry poeta poete poet a I 
262. ponderous pendo peser pesar .I : 
263. popular populus peuple pueblo 
264. population populus peuple pueblo 
265. portable porto porter portar 
266. porter porto porter portar 
267. potent possum pouvoir . poder 
268. potential possum pouvoir poder 
cedo / 269. precedent 
-
ceder ceder 
270. preoccupied OCC_!:!pO OC9Uper ocupar 
271. preparation parg preparer parar 
272. preparatory paro preparer parar 
273. prepare pa£_6 pr~parer parar 
274. prima donna primus premier primero 
275. primary prim.us premier primero 
276. primitive primus yremier primero 
277. probation prob£ eprouver pro bar 
278. promote moveo mouvoir mover 
279. pronunciation niintio annoncer anunciar 
280. provide video voir ver 
281. province provincia province provincia 
282. provincial provincia province provincia 
283. provincialism provincia province provincia 
-284. provoke vox voix v~ . 
285. public publicus public p~blico 
286. publicity publicus public py.blico 
287. publish publicus public publico 
288. puissant possum pouvoir poder 
289. pursue sequor suivre seguir 
290. quiescence !_ qui'es quietude quietud 
291. quiet quies _ . / quietud qu1etude 
292. receipt recipio recevoir recibir 
293. receive recipio recevoir recibir 
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i 294. reception reciE_io recevoir recibir 
I; 295. recurrent · curro courir correr 
I 296. refuge fugio fuir fugarse 
I 297. refugee fug!o fuir fugarse .;' . 
I 298. regal reg2_ reg~r regir 
. I 299. regular reg~ , . regir reg~r 
300. reign rego regir regir 
301. rejuvenate iuventus jeunesse juventud 
302. religion ligo lier ligar 
303. renaissance - ~t nascor na~ re nacer 
- -304. respiration spiro respirer respirar 
305. retard t ardus tard t ar do 
306. rupture rumpo rom pre romper 
I 307. sacred sacer sacre sacro 
308. sacrifice sacer sacr~ sacro 
309. salubrious sal us sante salud 
310. salutary sal us / sante salud 
311. salute sal us sante salud 
312. science scio savoir saber 
313. scientific scio savoir s aber 
314. scribble scribo / • ' escribir ecr~re 
315. secede cedo ceder ceder 
316. sedentary sedeo s•asseoir sen tar 
317. sediment sed eo s•asseoir sen tar 
318. sense sentio sentir sentir 
319 . sensible sentio sentir sentir 
320. sentimental sentio sentir sentir 
321. separate pars partie parte 
322. sequel sequor suivre seguir 
323. servant servus l'esclave esclavo 
324. servile servus l'esclave esclavo 
325. servitude servus l'esclave esclavo 
326. session sedeo s'asseoir sen tar 
327. signal signum signe signo 
328. signature signum signe signo 
329. similar similis similaire semejante 
330. similarity similis similaire semejante 
331. sinecure cur a cure cur a 
332. solitaire sol us seul solo 
333. solitary sol us seul solo 
I 334. soloist sol us seul solo 
I! 335. subscription scribe 'ecrire escribir 336 . subtract tr aho trainer tirar ,, 337 . sympathy patior . p~tir padecer 
,I 338. tardiness tardus tard t ar do 
I; 339. tardy tardus t ard tar do 
II 340. television video voir ver 
II 341. temporal tempus temps tiempo 
II 34 2 . temporary tempus temps tiempo 
.I 343 . tenacious teneo tenir tener 
I' 
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344 . tenant teneo tenir tener 
345 . ter ra firma terra terre tierra 
346 . terra in terra terre tierra 
347. terrestrial terra terre tierra 
348 . timid. timid us timide tYn.ido 
349 . timorous . -timid us timide timido 
·350. torment torqueo tordre torcer 
351. torture tor qtJeo tordre torcer 
352. tractor t:r_aho trainer tirar 
353. translucent lux humiere luz 
354. unanimous animus ame '8.nimo 
355. undulate unda on de onda 
356. unfamiliar fanlilia f amille familia 
357. unfortunate fortuna fortune fortuna 
358 . vagabond vagor vaguer vagar 
359. vagary v agor vaguer vagar 
360. vagrant V_§.gor vaguer vagar 
3 61. vera city vera vrai verdadero 
362. verbal verbum verbe verbo 
363. verbatim 1 verbum verbe verbo 
364. verbose ·· verbum verbe verbo 
I 
365. verify vera vrai verdadero 
366. veritable vera_ vrai verdadero 
II 
367~ .versatile vertQ convertir volver 
3 68. victor vict.Qria vic to ire victoria 
36~/ victorious victQ.ria victoire victoria 
3 70" victory victoria vic to ire victoria 
371 . visible vj.deo voir ver 
372. vita l v:i_ta vie vida 
373 . vitality v,;i,..ta vie vida 
3 74 . vitamin vita vie vida 
-375. vocal vox voix voz 
,, 
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